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Hundreds Gather at A Special Town
Meeting Supporting Same-Sex Marriages
By Jennifer Bender
StaffWriter

On Tuesday, at 7 p.m.
MSU made a mark in his
tory.
For the first time, MSU
was the host of a meet
ing sponsored by the
Lambda Legal Orga
nization and the New
Jersey Clergy where
hundreds of people
gathered to show their
support for same-sex
marriages.
Students, faculty and
m
staff, and residents of
MSU as well as from MATTHEW FEGLEY/THE MONTCLARION m
across the state of New
local
clergy
member
Jersey turned out to A
what was called "A Spe expressed his beliefs regarding
same-sex marriages.
cial Town Meeting.”
The meeting was the
eleventh town meeting in a ings towards same-sex mar
statewide series titled^Sup riage.
porting All Roads to Justice:
Lambda Legal, chief
Marriage Equality in the sponsor of the event, is a
Courts, Domestic Partnership national organization stat
in the Legislature.”
ing that their chief purpose is
With a turn out of over 300 "committing itself to achiev
people, the publicly broad ing full recognition of the
cast event was as President civil rights of lesbians, gay
Susan A. Cole put it, “ An men, bisexuals, transgender
honor for M ontclair State people, and people with
University to be hosting.”
HIV or AIDS.”
The meeting gave people
They do so through
from all across the state of public policy work, and
New Jersey, and some from education.
New York, an opportunity
Lambda Legal is cur
to voice their opinions and rently involved in a lawsuit
to speak out on their feel- against the state of New

pursuit of mar
riage equality.
"We
are
here to edu
cate on differ
ent issues, "said
Jose George
an associate
of
Lambda
Legal.
"Our
goal
is to
achieve
full
equality for all
people.”
Lam bda
Legal
has

sponsoring town meetings.
“We have had a very posi
tive response,” said George.
“Our numbers in the petitions
have increased.” Members
of the Lambda Organiza
tion were pleased with the
turnout would like to return
to Montclair.
Cindy Meneghin and
Maureen Killian are one
of the seven couples who
have initiated the lawsuit.
Meneghin, who is a member
of the Gay and Lesbian Fac
ulty and Staff Association
(GLFSA) at
MSU, shared
her personal
experience.
“We repr e s en t
family," said
M eneghin.
“We live the
life as™“ a
family
of
four, I wish
people
would see
t h a t . ”
M e n e g h in
and Killian
have two
children.
There
were about
20 members
. . . .
.
:
MATTHEW FEGLEY/THE MONTCLARION
Hundreds o f people gathered to celebrate a historic event in Russ H all’s of the New
Jer s ey
KOPS Lounge this Tuesday evening.
Clergy pres
ent includ
Jersey in which seven cou been an organization for 30
ing rabbis, ministers, priests,
ples act as the plaintiffs in a years. This is their second year
and
religious
directors.
Whether homosexual or not,
they all had something to say
on behalf of their beliefs and
their own denomination.
Reverend
Charles
Ortman, president of the
M ontclair Clergy Associa
of the bill will go against all ture on Wednesday, Oct. 8,
tion stated, "We need to live
that MSU stands for.
2003).
as we are, and as who we
According
to
Mike
Jacob V. Hudnut, the
are.” He distributed a grand
McLean, Director of Univer 2003-2004 SGA president also
welcome to all those at the
sity Affairs, in his argument listed a great deal of other
meeting to the town of Mont
against the passing of what arguments that have been
clair.
is currently known as Bill made against the passing of
About 20 members of
#F2003-020, “ denying an the bill, examples of which
the clergy, who consists of
NROTC program on campus are the following:
men and women, were pres
does not mean that we do
The bill does not state
ent, and each one had the
not support our armed forces “which campus department
opportunity to speak for sev
or our country; it means that will manage and fund the
eral minutes. Some of the
we do not support the anti program” ... The bill does not
main issues addressed were
gay policy th a t has been state the fact that a ROTC
about seeking an appeal to
prescribed for them ." ( ‘A program was once in effect
the many people who could
Case Against F2003-020: No at MSU and was eventually
not attend the town meetNROTC a t M ontclair State
University' written by Mike
McLean and given to all
SEE "M A R R IA G E " ON P. 4
SEE "N R O T C " ON P .4
members of the SGA legisla-

NROTC Program Ideas Circulate
doned homosexuality and
was
found offensive by those
StaffWriter
of alternative lifestyles. The
article states that “The ROTC
Recently, a bill calling program at MSU will be elim
for the endorsem ent of a inated [...] if the Depart
NROTC program was men ment of Defense does not
tioned to the Student Gov change its policy of denying
ernment Association (SGA), an opportunity for gay and
though it was not voted lesbian individuals to seek
on. The Naval Reserve Offi commissions in the Armed
cer Training Corp Program Forces.” This p ractice still
(NROTC) has found itself to remains com m on even a
a very debatable issue on decade after the ROTC pro
MSU campus.
gram was terminated at
In 1993, an article by Montclair State University.
Heather Bush by told of the
Today, the discrimination
cancellation of a ROTC pro p ra c tic e d by the m ilitary
gram at MSU due to the remains a problem. Critics of
fact that the prpgram con the bill state that the passing
By Alana I. Capria
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10/13/03 - The Little
Falls Police Department
requested assistance from
MSU Police in referenceto a male (non-studeht)
who claimed to have been
assaulted on campus. The,
victim was treated and
released by the Little
Falls EMS unit. No charges
were filed.
10/12/03 - The MSU EMS
unit and the paramedics
responded to the Clove
Road apartments on a
report of possible alcohol
poisoning. The female
victim was transported to
Mountainside Hospital^,'»;;

sunny

10/8/03 - A female MSÜ
student responded to
the University Police
Department to file an
injury report. The
victim fell in the
roadway by Calcia Hall,
cut her lip and chipped
her front tooth and
didn't think she needed
first aid.
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S ilver Screen Com ing to Cam p Jefferso n

40 people. So far, town officials and volunteers have discussed
showing Christmas movies In December. Star. Trek, Laurel and Hardy
and Beatles festivals are among the other planned showcases at
the mini-theater. Community leaders hope that by this winter the -
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Advertising Director
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G raphic Designer

monday

partly cloudy
E

10/9/03 -Patrick E.
Murphy,18,Bogota;Jonathan
A. Cabral,18, Bogota;Michael
J. Treanor,18, Blairstown;
Joseph R. Langenstein,18,
Bogota; were charged with .
underage possession of.
alcoholic beverages and are
awaiting a court date In
the Little Falls Municipal
Court.

Camp Ranger, a 97 acre wooded tract in Jefferson Township, was
a rural recreational haven for kids from the Clifton Boys and Girls
Club In The" 1930s. N ow 'part of if may find new life as a movie
theater. Jhe township’s recréation department and a local nonprofit
television group are in the first stages of renovating the camp cabin
on Weldon Road. The 500-square-foot cabin theater will seat about

F.eature Editor

Saturday

showers

Editorial Board
News Editor
Opinion Editor

f r id a y

partly cl°u<|j^ 62L

10/7/03 - Ryan Willard
21,West Windsor, was
charged with
possessions of CDS
under 50 grams and is
awaiting a court date
in the Little Falls
Municipal Court.

Anyone who has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station from
any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All calls
are strictly confidential.
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Deadlines
The deadline to submit advertisements to
The M o n td a rio n is the M onday o f the week
o f publication.
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showers
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Advertising Policy
The M ô n tç lp rio n w ill not -print; ads for
alcohol, tobacco, or- firearms, ads advocating
hate speech or displaying intolerance for.
the political view points and opinions of
a specific group, o f ads w ith excessive
nudity o r w ith, excessive de p ictio n s o f
violence, a c c o rd in g -to local standards,

a

r

i

The M o n td a rio n is distributed on Thursdays
and invoices and tearsheets are mailed the
following M onday. Tearsheets for pre-paid
ads must be requested. Thirty (30) days are
given for payment after the insertion date,
after which a 15 percent finance charge is
levied. After sixty (60) days, accounts are
referred to an outside collection agency.
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AD R A T E S

•

ON-GAMPUS
Full page - $168.00
Half page - $105.00
Quarter page - $63.00
Eighth page - $32.00

M etal Militia: Band Assists Suicide

•

Last Minute Halloween Costumes

•

Resguest Policy Updates

OFF-CAMPUS
Full page - $310.00
Half page - $200.00
Quarter page - $125.00
Eighth page - $80.00
Classifieds (up to 30 wds.)
$ 10.00
C a ll (9 7 3 ) 6 5 5 -5237
fo r m ore inform ation.

land will give way to community outlets for the entire township,
especially the young.

the

H is Legacy is P arks F illed W ith Joyous K ids

montclarion

Now, 3 1 years after being hired as Parslppanys municipal forester,
Joseph Jannarone soon will be retiring to his backyard garden and
basement wood shop. But not- before nurturing three more parks
toward completion, bringing the number of parks to 15, the
township opened during his tenure. He probably built up the largest
municipal park system In the state," said successor James Walsh, who
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Upper Montclair New Jersey 0 /043
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began working for Jannarone 19 years ago as a summer
employee. But don’t expect to hear that, from the soft-spoken, father
of four. "He never honks his own horn,” Walsh said.
C om piled from The Star Ledger by B e th O d o o rd o _ ^ _ _ _ _ l_ i

Los A ngeles T ra n s it W orkers H it P ic k e t Line
An estimated 500,10 0 0 Los Angeles commuters were looking for
new ways to get to work Tuesday as a mechanics strike sidelined
buses and trains in the second largest U.S. city: A dispute over
health care costs derailed contract talks between officials of the
Metropolitan Transportation Authority and members of the
Amalgamated Transit Urilpn, which represents about 2,000
mechanics. Th'e mechanics went on strike at 12:01 a.m. PDT
Tuesday, idling 2,000 Los Angeles County buses, light rail lines
and a subway in a system that carries about half a million riders
per day.

Liquor S to res Using Scanners to T e s t ID s
Indiana University students who’ve tried, unsuccessfully, to use fake
IDs at the liquor store a few blocks off campus are now up
for some more busts. They check campus directories to see if
students’ addresses match those given on the licenses. And they
grill people whose birth dates look doctored, often keeping the
IDs they suspect are fake. Several stores near college campuses
in Indiana have added one more tool to foil potential underage
| drinkers. .They're using scanners that read the bar codes and
electronic strips on the back of most states' driver's licenses.

C om piled from cnn.com by Beth O doardo

Campus Crusade for Christ
was granted Class III
Charter by legislature.

N ew s E
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O p in io B
Jason
F EAT USE EDITOR-

Muslim Student Association
was appropriated funds for
event.
Legislature passed special
appropriation for locks in
Student Center Annex
organization offices.
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The Legislature recognized
Getsy Luciano for
organizing Homecoming
2003.
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The M ontdarion is a Class One organization of the Student Government Association Inc of
Montclair State University. Published weekly, except during exammationv summer and wintep
sessions, The M ontchrion is funded by student fees distributed by the SGA and by incoming
Advertising revenue. The views expressed in the
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Main Editorial, do not necessarily reflect the views of The Montc/anm. The first edition of The
M ontdarion, then named The Pelican, was published on November Zo, IVZo.
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C abinet Positions
F illed Follow ing One
W eek Vacancy
By Shauna Foster

at last Wednesday’s SGA meeting,
one week after the resignations of
two cabinet members.
The Student Government Associa
Junior Veronica Nealis, former
tion (SGA) announced replacements Director of Residential Affairs, and
for its two vacated cabinet positions junior Joe Foster, form er Director
of Greek & Sqcial Fellowship Life
announced their resignation just
within the second month of the 2003
fall semester.
Senior Tara Tortoriello has replaced
Nealis and senior Lauren Parisi has
replaced Foster.
Their
new
positions
were
appointed to them and approved
by the SGA last Wednesday. Accord
ing to junior SGA president Jacob
.
STEVE MILLER/THE MONTCLARION
V.
Hudnut, Parisi was also approved
By Theresa Cevetello
Lauren Parisi and Tara Tortoriello have filled the SGA cabinet
by Greek Council last night, as her
StaffWriter
positions o f Director o f Greek and Social Fellowship and Director
appointment requires confirmation
o f Residential A ffa irs.
In an attem pt to reach out to
by the SGA Student Legislature as
MSU students, the Student Govern
well as the Greek Council.
provides that by assigning her to on this position she said. “ I’m proud
ment Association (SGA) will publish
Tortoriello, who
be an ex-official to join an administration thdt is for
a newsletter within the month.
was originally Coor
member
of fhe Stu the students and that takes Student
Jacob V. Hudnut, President of
66 I’M PROUD TO JOIN
d in a to r o f Educa
dent Affairs com  Government seriously. I am here to
the SGA, said this newsletter will
tional Funding for
AN ADMINISTRATION
mittee, whereas work with my fellow Cabinet and
serve as an introductory piece of
this year's cabinet,
Coordinator
of Legislators, not against them.”
the 2003-2004 SGA to the student
THAT IS FOR THE
started working with
Educational Fund
body.
Tortoriello believes that she is dedi
this position because
STUDENTS ... 99
ing was a stand cated to the SGA.”I am always open
"This is a ‘students for students’
she believed that
alone position.
project,” Hudnut said. "We want
to new ideas, even if I disagree,” she
being Director of
-Tara Tortoriello"Basically, I feel said." I’ve made a commitment to
students to know that the SGA is
Director o f
Residenfial Affairs
I can be more my fellow studenfs and I do not want
here to help them."
Residential Affairs
would be a benefit
dynamic as Direc to let them down. I’m new to the
The $1,400 newsletter will be
to her. According
tor of Residential SGA and Jacob, and the Executive
paid for by the SGA's bank of funds
to Tortoriello, she
Affairs,” said Torto
that have not been appropriated.
wanted to work more "hand’s on" riello. She is also satisfied wifh her Board have done everything posThis is left over money from what
with the SGA, and Residential Affairs position. "I’m very exited to take
has already been given out to SGA
organizations. Approximately 3,000
copies will be distributed in major
distribution areas for students to
pick up throughout the semester.
Jessica Checo, member of
Greek Council, said, 11 think it is a
great idea to have a newsletter,
but they [the SGA] shouldn't spend
so much money. Jt's a good way
of publicizing, but we need the
money for other things."
According to Hudnut, the news
the state Dormitory Fire and Safety the sprinklers had to be installed
By Lisa Panzariello
letter is currently a one-time project.
Trust
Fund, with a no-interest loan. inside of the walls as opposed to
ArtsandEntertainmentEditor
After its distribution, the students’
“
MSU
had to apply for a grant in the other buildings. It was a little
responses will be examined. If the
new sletter is a success, it m ay
bit more costly than
continue but for no more than
the
other build
MSU has installed all
once or twice a year.
ings,"
Ferrara said.
the sprinklers in residen
"Any more than semesterly or
Besides
the
tial halls in late Septem
yearly would intrude on the integrity
retro-fit
difficulty,
ber, almost a year
of The Montclarion, whom the SGA
MSU were
pro
before their July 2004
has complete faith and pride in,"
active
as
far
as
deadline.
Hudnut said.
installing
the
brand
In 2000, Former Gov
The newsletter will be a total
new system. "For a
ernor Whitman passed
of two pages front and back and
year and a half, the
the sprinkler act" which
will be printed in black and red
process didn’t drag
mandated all dormito
ink on glossy paper. Hudnut said
out or anything, like
ries to have sprinklers in
that each page is designated to
that,” said Ferrara,
every room. All schools
a branch or body of the. SGA.
There is not one
in New Jersey are
Included in the newsletter will be
residence
hall on
required to finish their
the SGA Executive Board welcome,
the
campus
that is
sprinkler system by July
organization and involvement infor
without
a
sprinkler
2004.
mation, the executive cabinet and
system above their
"The purpose was
student legislature, Justices and
bed. "All the sys
for five years, but Whit
Student Advocate, and program
tems
are designed
man m ade it for four
CH^pÈra&nmEMwn^RioN
ming calendar.
at
the
same stan
years, 25 percent of Sprinkler systems have been installed in all residence halls.
Hudnut said that this newsletter is
dard,
except
one
each building be com
designed for the average student.
is
pettier
than
the
p le te e a ch year, but we hit our order to get the money needed for
“The SGA is lucky enough to
other,
but
both
sprinklers
are
compli
deadline a year before schedule,” the sprinkler system," Ferrara said.
represent over 10,000 students,"
ant to the same standard," Ferrara
said Robert Ferrara, fire safety compli
There was some difficulty when said.
Hudnut said, "and this administra
ance coordinator.
installing the sprinklers in the dorms
tion would like to see it reach each
All sprinkler systems have been
Over $1 million was spent for fhe this year. “There was a lot of difficulty
one of them. This is one of our first
successful
so far this semester.
installation, which was provided by with the retro-fit. With the new village,
steps toward that."
StaffWriter

SGA
Newsletter
In Progress

Sprinkler Systems Installed
Ahead of State Deadline

ft*# I f
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Marriage
Continued from p. 1
Hudnut has been involved with Gay, and Bisexual community. They
ing, as well as to the many people the protection it offers.”
According to Jacob V. Hudnut, the New Jersey Stonewall Demo work with Lambda Legal when it
who are not educated on homo
Student Governm ent Association crats, a gay organization and Demo comes to the legislature.
sexuality, or same-sex marriage.
J.Michael Blake, president of the
Members of the clergy agreed president, SGA members and stu cratic Party prior to his presidency in
Stonewall Democrats, an organiza
in asking citizens to make a strong dents were encouraged to attend Student Government.
The Stonewall Democrats a c t tion of openly gay democrats said
effort in urging others to join them the town meeting, as well as
he was pleased with the turnout
in their efforts.
of the event.
“There are many voices that are
Students from Sexuality, Pride,
not here,” said Bruce Davidson,
Education, Truth, Respect and
director of Governmental Ministry
Unity, at Montclair State (SPECin New Jersey. Davidson, who has
TRUMS), an organization th a t
been a pastor of a Lutheran Church
has been part of MSU for five
for 29 years, shared his own experi
years, also attended the event.
ences with members of his church
One member, Nancy Lasprugato,
confiding in him and expressing their
stated, “I think that the clergymen
concern over the inequality they
coming out to support same-sex
face as same-sex couples.
couples are helping achieve
A petition th a t was hung on
equality in a tremendous way."
several walls had obtained over 30
Lasprugato, a junior, was encour
signatures within 30 minutes of the
aged by the night's events. "I
meeting's start. The petition read:
would like to get married one
"We understand and embrace
day, I would like to help pass the
the difference between religious
law."
marriage and civil marriage. Reli
There are same-sex couples
gions and denominations should
living
in every co u nty in New
continue to have the right to marry,
Jersey, and in 548 of the state’s
or not to marry whichever couples
566 cities, towns, and boroughs.
they wish. But civil marriage is a
For those of them who were able
government institution, and lesbian
MATTHEW FEGLEY/THE MONTCLARION
to
attend this meeting, it was
and gay families need the real Cindy Meneghin and Maureen Killian attended “A Special Town Meeting’
a
glorification
and a reminder
protections this institution provides...
with their two children, and spoke o f their experiences.
of
their
efforts.
For
those new to
Please make a real commitment to
the
movement,
it
was
an historic
protecting and strengthening mar
educational
experience.
riage by ensuring that it is available become more involved in the move as an interm ediary betw een the
Democratic Party and the Lesbian,
to all families who want and need ments.

THE

NROTC
Continued from p. 1

banned due to the fact that homo
sexuals were discriminated against."
He mentions th a t some say that,
“There is lack of research as to
whether the administration has any
interest in bringing the ROTC back."
Hudnut also said that others
believe, “The bill is specifically for
the NROTC program which "raises
suspicion that the bill’s author has
special interest in joining the navy...It
was unofficially reported that the
author m ade hom ophobic com 
ments during committee (where the
bill is reviewed before being sent
before fhe floor of the Legislature.”
Also he mentions that, "It has been
surmised by many th a t ‘the lan
gu ag e of the bill states the fa c t
that a good American education
must com e with a strong sense of
military duty [...] otherwise known as
'American expectionalism.'"
Within the case made by McLean
urging against the allo w an ce of
the NROTC program to com e into
effect on. campus, points dem on
strating reasons as to why the pro
gram should be voted for were
addressed.
These points were made by Leg
islative Representative, O rlando
Cabrera. The arguments m ade in
favor of the proposal are as follows:
“ Due to the fact that ‘New Jersey
is having trouble keeping New Jersey
residents in New Jersey colleges and
universities’, a "NROTC program at
Montclair State University will make
the campus seem more attractive” ...
No other University in New Jersey

provides an NROTC program. By not
having such a program, students are
being denied an opportunity to seek
a commission with the United States
Navy.” Cabrera continues, "NROTC
provides a fast track to officer ranks
while those who enlist with a recruiter
have a much harder time gaining
the rank of officer.”
He also said, "The Department
of Defenses’ ‘don’f ask, don’t tell'
policy towards homosexuals is not
homophobic... The decision to now
allow homoexuals in NROTC pro
grams came from high-level govern
ment officials and there is little that
the public can do to change it...
“ Not allowing an NROTC on campus
w ould show our n a tio n ’s arm ed
forces that we do not support
them.”
The NROTC has many valid rea
soning for both the approvat and
rejection of the bill. Of course, as
Hudnut states, "This piece of legisla
tion is simply advisory. This means
that if it was passed by the Student
Legislature, it is simply recommended
that the NROTC be established on
campus.”
Thus, w hether or not the bill is
approved by the SGA, there is still
a chance that the NROTC program
would never be established on
campus.
Although the NROTC bill was on
yesterday’s SGA meeting agenda,
it was not discussed. The proposal
for the NROTC may be presented
before the floor at next Wednesday’s
SGA meeting.
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"A love story of astonishing power and
delicious comedy. . . humane, richly comic, £ H
almost unbearably touching and altogether
extraordinary."
—
1 ... 1 .g —
.|
Newsweek

h

I

A mysterious and haunting tale of
romance and murder, that begins with the
| marriage of a man and a woman in love.
M

■M

Hit

'A luminous narrative that rivals the
most remarkable stories of man's
struggles against the sea."
—Philadelphia Inquirer

Coming Soon! The Marquez Autobiography - living to Tell the Tale

News

www.them onfclarion.org
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Cabinet
Continued from p. 3

D o n ' t b e l e f t in t h e d a r k
WHEN YOU PAY FOR COLLEGE
There are 250,000 ways to pay for
college with our Scholarship Channel.

■

sible to help me understand how the SGA, are planning on getting the
SGA works and I greatly appreciate entire campus involved in future
this."
activities. They also believe that a
Paris], who is a member of Sigma lot of credit is due toward several
Sigma Sigma, has been on the exec organizations.
utive board of .her sorority as Recruit
"The SGA, as well as the entire
ment Director and currently holds campus, community, owe a great
two executive council chairs. Parish deal of our school spirit and retention
along with Hudnut, will work on a rates to the Greek and social fellow
legislation that will establish Lifetime ship community," said Hudnut. “With
Charterment initiatives for the SGA’s that, the SGA needs to take steps to
Greek and Social Fellowship orga show our gratitude and support for
nizations. Lifetime Charterment is this community, which is chartered
the discussion on the procedure under us. That is why I have submitted
in which Greek and Social Fellow legislation asking for this office supply
ship organizations of
line, so fhaf these'
fhe SGA, or Class IV
organizations can
SHE [PARISI] AND
organizations, are
make flyers in our
I WILL ALSO WORK
re-chartered in rela
office for fheir rush
tion to how long the
TO SEE THE PASSAGE and intake events,
grace period should
which are open to
OF MY LEGISLATION IN the
be for organizations
entire
that become inac
campus.”
THE SGA... 99
tive.
Tortoriello comAccording . to
-Jacob v_ Hudnut mented on workHudnut, currently,
S G A P r^ s td ^ n t ¡n g w j f h H u d n u t .
Greek and Social
“Jacob, who I
Fellowship organiza
believe
is
an
tions of fhe SGA receive no funding extremely strong-willed and smart
from fhe SGA because they charge person, only wants the best for us
dues and may practice exclusion.
all, as well as I," Tortoriello said. "Just
Hudnut said, "She [Parisi] and I because we might disagree on a
will also work to see the passage of certain issue doesn’ t mean that I am
my legislation in the SGA Student going to resign. I already stressed that
Legislature that would establish an I made a commitment to the stu
office supply line, for copies of flyers dents and I am not going to let them
for rush and intake events, for Greek down. I strongly respect J a c o b ’s
and social fellowship organizations opinion’s and ideas and that feeling
of the SGA.”
is mutual.”
Hudnut, along with the remainder

I

www.themontclarion.org/scholarships

Look W hat’s New at The Diner.

Low Carb Specials

J

Call the Menu Line at x7988 to Find Out the Low Carb Special of the Day!
Monday - Friday
Faculty, Staff and Students
Get 10% off the Check When
Dining Between 11:30am-1:30pm
(not be be combined with any other offer)
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What to Do When Sexual Anxiety Attacks
most likely to get pregnant.
Fertility m ay be the highest in
StaffWriter
the middle of a women’s cycle
Dear G.M.,
when ovulation occurs, but since the
I have these irrational fears about fem ale cycle revamps itself every
pregnancy and STD’s. I always think seven years, it isn't the safest to rely
something terrible is going to happen on your ovulation cycle. For some
every time I have sex. Sometimes women, it may be different every
it consumes my thoughts, and I get month.
really paranoid and nervous. How
If you are
do I com bat these anxiety attacks in
a
that go along with sexual activity?
m onog
~B.R.~
am ous
r e l a 
Having sexual relations is a big tionship,
responsibility, and if you are engag there are a
ing in such acts, you must be ready couple of solutions to
to a cce p t all of the repercussions working through your anxi
that go along with it.
ety.
You may think your fears are irra
First and foremost, get yourself and
tional, but if you aren’t regarding sex your partner tested. There's no point
in a sensible manner, there may be in sitting around wondering whether
some relevance to these worries.
either of you is carrying something.
First of all, casual sex is always a
There are several kinds of blood
cause for concern. Condoms are tests and saliva cultures th a t can
not one hundred percent effective, indicate diseases.
so relying on them alone may not
If you aren’t comfortable going to
be the wisest choice.
your primary physician about issues
If.you a re n ’t sure a b o u t your such as these, you can get tested
partner’s sexual past, then worrying anonymously through facilities like
about STD’s is a very real thing.
Planned Parenthood.
Condoms can break leaving you
Once the tests come back, you
at risk for all sorts of infections from have your answer about the STD's
syphilis to the HIV virus.
and that will relieve a lot of stress
This also leaves a c h a n c e for for you.
pregnancy to occur. Many people
As long as you and your partner
believe that there are only three are completely committed to each
days in a woman's cycle when she is other and do not engage in sexual
By G.M. Grosso

activity with anyone else, you pregnant while on the pill for these
really don’t have anything to worry very reasons.
about.
Using condoms on top of taking
In term of pregnancy, going on the pill will add extra protection and
th e
birth control pill may should help com bat anxiety.
be a good option for
Condoms with spermicidal lubri
4^
you.
cant may also bring you some
There are many added assurance, but be careful
*
different
kinds with nonoxyl-nine. Many women
offered to d a y have allergies to this th a t cause
that are suit yeast infections and urinary tra ct
able forall dif infections.
ferent kinds
Prolonged use of fhis spermicidal
of
female lubricant can also lead to internal
r e p r o d u c  vaginal tearing.
tive systems,
You should weigh the pros and
so there is cons on this particular precautionary
bound to be measure to see what is best for you.
one th a t suits
If you are taking all these precau
you.
tions, then you are dealing with
When used sexual interaction responsibly.
absolutely cor
Nothing is 100 percent effective
rectly, the pill is 99 except for abstinence, but if you are
percent effective, doing you’re best to prevent sexual
but this means that you really have mishaps, then you can sleep a little
to be on top of your game.
easier.
You must take the pill at the exact
same time EVERYDAY.
If you forget one time, the pill is
I’m here to answ er your ques
no longer 99 percent effective.
tions.
If you h ave a dilem m a
Also, the use of antibiotics
decreases the potency of the pill, so lik e th e o n e a b o v e . I’m a t yo u r
service.
Just e-m ail m e a t
you should be aware of that when
M ontfeature@ yahoo.com with the
taking prescription medication.
Illnesses of the stomach such as title attention G .M . Grosso. I look
vomiting cancel out the pill, so be forward to hearing from you.
extra cautious when you are ill.
Many wom en have becom e

A Different World Just Minutes Away
MSU Students Get a Taste of Culture During a Trip to Chinatown
and Western restaurant approaches the area was fascinating for a his
to food, some really interesting quali tory major such as myself, and I
StaffWriter
ties arise.
regularly chatted with the guide
Here in the West, while we do on the architecture of the various
share food, meals for the most part buildings as well as the historical
ow fa r do you think $40 are given to the individual.
value of the area.
would get you in New York
In.the East however, the approach
Chinatown, as it is known now,
City? Well, I think you’d be is to serve the whole group of people used to be Little Italy. One can
surprised.
and share all the portions, which are find evidence of this from the entryLast Saturday, Oct. 10,1had the identical to one another in size. Expe ways to some of the buildings
unique opportunity to take a trip to rie n c in g
in the area,
Chinatown with both Professor and authentic
which sub
Dr. Olenik, as well as a large group C hinese
s e q u e n tly
of MSU students.
food is an
have fadedWe took the DeCamp #66 into e x p e 
It a lia n
Manhattan and then proceeded to r i e n c e
names, and
take the subway to Canal Street. We everyone
construction
walked for a few blocks, and then should try,
styles.
came upon Chinatown.
because
Af t e r
Immediately as we entered the the take
about
an
area, the aromas of various foods out place
hour on the
filled our senses. One could almost down the
tour,
we
taste the food in the air.
street
returned to
Most of us had saved our appe really just
the MoCA.
tites for the Dim Sum we planned d o e s n ’ t
There, while
on having at the Golden Unicorn cut it.
looking at
Restaurant.
O nce
one of the
Dim Sum is a rather large lunch, we
left
COURTESY OF DR. OLENIK doors, I SOW
in which small servings of food are the Golden Students learned a little bit more about culture on
the
continuously brought to your table. U n ic o r n , during a trip to Chinatown last Saturday.
bronze
You and the people at your table we walked
d o o rk n o b
share all the food, until, you finally a few more
the writing:
realize you ca n 't eat anymore.
blocks, until we reached MoCA “ Public School: New York City” .
This was basically my first experi (Museum of Chinese in America).
Believe it or not, the museum was
ence with a variety of real Chinese From there, we met with a guide who built in an old public school, which
food.
led us on a tour of the community.
had been built ca 1891!
When you compare the Eastern
G oing over the rich history of
Aside from the history of the
By Jared Haase

H

building, the museum o ffered a
glimpse into the lives of many Chinese-Americans, since they began
immigrating to the United States in
the early 19th Century.
While small, the exhibits presented
a glimpse into much of the culture
th a t Chinese immigrants brought
over with them such as Chinese,
opera, music, New Year, artwork,
dress, and sheer determination to
succeed!
With the museum tour finished,
we headed off to the Pearl River Mart
to go shopping for gifts. With only $3
left to spend, I found just the thing: a
small statuette of a dragon.
While others spent far more (which
is easy to do in NYC) we were all
pretty beat, but still needed to get
to the Port Authority, and catch the
6:30 p.m. bus back to school.
We finally arrived at the bus stop
around 7:00 feeling beat, but men
tally refreshed; it was time well spent.
I think I can speak for most of my
fellow visitors when I say the trip was
well worth the time, money, and
effort put into it. It is important today
to understand the many cultures that
surround us, and this trip was one
way of doing so. Of course, people
must be willing to experience new
things...and if you are willing to do
so remember...no door is closed to
an open mind.
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Making the Grade and More With Flying Colors
Spotlight on Veronica Nealis
ily handicapped, raised awareness Constitutional Review committee.On
about Handicap Access on campus. top of schoolwork, which in itself
“ I just d id n ’t understand how can be defeating, Nealis has
FeatureEditor
som eone
m anaged to
who is per
throw in many
ollege Is the place where m a n e n tly
extra curricu
you start to grow as a h a n d ic a p
lar activities.
person, and get involved could get
So far this
with the things you like to do and a r o u n d , "
year, Nealis
try to becom e who it is you want she said of
has joined the
to be.
her
cru
charity organi
It’s also a difficult time and not sade.
zation ASSIST,
very many people can manage their
As her
where she is
time well enough to fit in fighting for fre s h m a n
currently
a
causes they deem worthy.
year faded
Coffeehouse
One stand out individual who has into
her
chair. She is
seemingly mastered time manage sophomore
also currently
ment is Veronica Nealis.
year,
,
- r Nealis
P ||P ,
STEVE MILLER/THE MONTCLARION
Stage M an
Nealis, who is a Junior Recreation got progres- Veronica Nealis has done everything from
ager for the
and leisure studies major, has done sively more Legislator in the SGA to stage manager o f playersTshow
many things for the MSU community involved.
a show, and more.
"Breakfast of
during her time here thus far.
She was Pres
Champions.”
During her first year at MSU, she ident
Pro
She
has
was a legislator of the SGA. She Tempore of
also helped
was also the chair of the Residence the SGA, w hich basically m eant out with a food service meeting with
Life committee in the SGA, and was that she dealt with the organi Dr. Pennington, Dean Ayres, Jacob
voted Legislator of the year.
zations' constitutions. This position Hudnut and a liaison between
Aside form her SGA involvement is the e le cted leader of the leg Sodexho and the school.
Her
that year, Nealis, who was temporar- islature and also serves as an assistant, basic motivation? Trying to enact
to the vice president of the SGA.
change.
While in this position she ran the
She is very work oriented which
is evident through the many things
she has done on campus.
“ I just constantly w ant to learn
new
things,” she says. What better
O c to -b z A
way to learn than to get involved
with so much. .
This year Nealis has d e cided
to branch out and see what is out
there. Still planning to work on stu
dent issues she is aiming to become
very well rounded and versed in
many different things.
This is admirable, given that as the
years progress, schoolwork becomes
• TïxOAûàau
\6
progressively more difficult, and
* Sankofa-Afro Caribbean Festival, 7 p.m.
staying above the tides of this dif
* ASSIST Coffee House, 10 p.m. SC Ratt
ficulty requires persistence and a
strong work ethic.
As for her most fulfilling posi
tion? “ President Pro Tempore. It
IrA ic H a ij
[7
* RecBoard Meeting, 2:15-3:30 p.m. SC Cafe B and <
allowed me to grow as an individual.
* C1C concert, 6 p.m.
I learned a lot from the administra
* MSU Hockey Vs. NYU, 9:30 p.m.-12 a.m.
tion, as well as how to deal with
administration. I learned a lot about
being a team player as well. It
enhanced
my organizational skills.
^ o ToacHq^
I&
I also got to meet a lot of people
' Nothing scheduled for today, Relax and Enjoy!!
(organization head, etc). I got to
learn a lot about the organizations
on campus as well," Nealis says.

By Toni Trióla

C

a l e n d a r

’ MSU Hockey vs. Siena College, 3:10-5:40 p.m.

But even with all of this extracirricular work, nealis still puts schoolwork
as a top priority.
Her advice to incoming and
returning students who want to get
involved but are heistant is simple.
“ Find something that you’re inter
ested in. Even if its charity work.
Make sure to always keep in time
with school work, and make sure that
that comes first.”
It cannot be negated that Veron
ica Nealis has done a lot with her
time here on campus.
From working closely with mem
bers and officers of the SGA, to stage
managing, she has found a way to
factor in everything she likes to do and
keep up with her schoolwork.
It is a known fact that Nealis
recently left her position as Director
of Residence life in the SGA, to gain
experience as a student outside of
the SGA. She plans to return as a
legislator within the next year.
But what about her last few years
left here at MSU?
Nealis says she hopes to continue
to learn from administration and
continue to see what her limits are.
“ .Just to see what I can take on
in many different aspects. To fine
tune my life skills and things like that,”
she says.
She’s gained a lot of experience
from the things she has done, experi
ence that may well come in handy
when college life gives way to "the
real world."
From the first g la n ce , Nealis
seems quite reserved and most pro
fessional.
She lives up to this with her very
calm and respectable demeanor.
"Veronica is a very professional
w om an and a joy to work w ith,”
says Andrew Ruiz, Vice President of
Players.
Still, it is admirable to sit and watch
someone like Nealis, to see all the
things she has gotten involved with.
It is also difficult to fathom the
amount of things she really does. But
Nealis doesn’t really see that side
of it.
"It really doesn’t seem like I do
a lot," she says.
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* Another quiet Monday..

GMAT

«

LSAT

» MCAT

« GRE

No Other Test Preparation Company Offers
1ve.m
LASO Guest Speaker: Bobby Gonzalez, 4 p.m.
* OSAU Affirmitive Action Night, 7 p.m.
*

g
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♦ Sm all

CtaáfSize

♦ Privatedne-On-One

Tutoring

♦ OnlinetResources

*The M ost Up-To-Date Materials
♦ Free

OSAU Chess Tournament, 7 p.m.
* Karaoke in the Diner, 9-10 p.m. Redhawk Diner
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Practice Tests
♦ The Best, Highly-Trained Teachers
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Homecoming Week Comes to An End...

(Top Left) Members o f Players at the Float building on Friday night.
(Top Right) Pike and M S U dancers perform at the Homecoming
Parade on Saturday. (Middle Left) Sigma Delta Phi’s Peter Pan
performance solidifies the fairytale homecoming theme.

STEVE M IILER/THE MONTCLARION

(Above) Mem bers o f Theta X i during the float building.

STEVE MILLER/THE MONTCLARION

(Above) A Sigm a D elta Tau p led g e working h ard on
the float for the parade. (Bottom Left) A m em ber o f TKE
cooking out at the Float building Friday evening.

STEVE MILLER/THE MONTCLARION
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With Wins, Losses, Spirit and Fun

N o m inees P ercy Enrique C hang an d Alisha Tillman rode

together during Saturday’s Parade. Tillman came in first runner
up in the Queen election. (Far Right) Two students enjoy a
good time a t the Foam party in the Ballrooms.

—

HESTON MOY/THE MONTCLAR ION

HESTON MOY/THE Ml

(Clockwise from left) The Homecoming class o f 2003;
H alftim e Show by D rum s o f Thunder, from Hillside
School; M em bers o f Phi Sigma Sigma at Float building;
Nominees Devin Peacock and Theresa Santaniello.

STEVE MILLER/THE MONTCLARION

Homecoming King and
Queen Election Results
King- Devin Peacock
Queen- Gina Occhipinta
First Runner up (Queen)Alisha Tillman
First Runner Up (King) Ryan Willard

Float Competition Results
Most EnthusiasticLASO, OSAU
Best Overall Float- Delta
Phi Epsilon, Delta Chi
Best Overall PerformanceTheta Xi, Theta Kappa Chi
DOMINIQUE W ltSO N/THE MONTCLARION
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Plan a h e a d fo r th a t sp e cia l
e ve nt com ing up. M ake sure you
have every an gle co v e re d a nd
have b a c k u p plans just incase.
People will b e surprised by the
ideas you have conjured up.

libra

Talk to your c o m p a n io n a nd
discuss yo u r p re se n t w orries is
a must. It's n o t c o o l to le a ve
th e m s ta n d in g in th e d a rk so
shed some light on the situation
a n d fill them in.

Stop trying to co n ve rt every
o n e else's p ro b le m s in to yo u r
ow n. You have to o m uch to g e t
d o ne an d if you d o n ’t g e t started
soon y o u ’ll fall fa r behind.

An old e nem y is b a c k to old
h a b its a n d y o u ’ re th e ir m a in
ta rg e t. D o n 't let them b a c k into
your life a n d ke e p th e m a w a y
from your friends.

Things w e re g o in g g o o d fo r
a little w h ile , b u t n o w all th a t
has c h a n g e d . You m u stn 't let
th a t g e t you dow n, because you
h a ve th e p o w e r to turn things
around.

Som eone is very interested in
you b u t you on the other hand
are not interested in them a t all.
Be g e n tle a n d le t th e m kn o w
y o u ’ re o nly inte rested in th e m
as a friend.

You spend w a y to o m uch time
worrying a b o u t w h a t others think
a n d th a t needs to stop. D on’t let
these things stop you from doing
w h a t you really w a n t to do.

22-0ct. 22

A string of. g o o d things w ill
b e o c c u rrin g in th e fo llo w in g
days. Take a d v a n ta g e o f these
surprises a n d e n jo y th e m a ll
along with your friends. M aintain
your positive attitu d e .

Jcorpio
Oct. 23-fU. 21
Libras h a v e a desire for
D e a c e . They te n d to
De fair a n d try to m ain ain a p ro p er b a la n c e .
Jbras a re artistic, musi
c a l, level h e a d e d , sym
p a th e tic ,
p e rc e p tiv e
a n d generous. Though,
th e y c a n b e bitter a n d
very m o o d y a t times.

Y o u 'v e m a n a g e d - to c a tc h
the a tte n tio n o f not on e b u t tw o
p e o p le a n d their b oth willing to
c o m p e te for your a ffe ctio n . It's
fun to see th e m c o m p e te b u t
not for to o long

jeo
Jöl. 22-fl^g. 21
Release yourself from worries
a n d ta k e a b re a k from e v e ry 
thing. You need tim e to yourself
b e ca u se y o u ’ve b e e n through
a lot, a n d you n e ed to stop over
working yourself

C onfront your fears a n d only
then will you be a b le to c a tc h
up to everyone else. The longer
yo u w a it th e h a rd e r it w ill b e
for you to c o m p le te the task a t
hand.

Stop lazing around, a n d g e t
to work! You w ere g o ing on the
rig h t tra c k b u t s o m e h o w yo u
m a n a g e d to slip off. G e t b a c k
on.

A Healthy Diet Makes All the Difference
By M ichael Seven
KRTCampus

Who has time to solve the
ancient mystery of the food pyra
mid? I mean, I get it, but real life
keeps getting in the way.
Who can tell the difference
between a portion and a serving?
And who expects me to know that
two tablespoons of peanut butter
amount to the size of a Ping-Pong
ball?
I’m guessing most of us just wing
nutrition. We’re too busy, too lazy,
too cavalier or too bamboozled
by the super-size mentality.
I am not going to measure the
amount of rice I eat, but I will keep
in mind what's good for me, as
long as I don’t have to think about
it too much.
I asked Lola O'Rourke, a reg
istered dietitian and area spokes
person for the American Dietetic
Association, to teach me a few
simple principles that we can take
with us to control weight and stay
healthy, too. “Simple” means you
have to supply the details, but
here are key principles:
Cut down. If you ca n 't handle
or d o n ’t w ant to be measuring
precise servings, try cutting your
normal portions by a third and see

where that leads you. It should go
without saying, but cutting down
means no second helpings.
If you stop at the fast-food
w indow , order a regular burger
instead of the larger one. It'll save
you about 150 calories.
Small fries instead of the super
size option save you 300. Get the
smaller soda and save 150. That’s
600 calories saved. Now, that's a
deal.
Slow down. It takes a b ou t 20
minutes for the brain to get the
message that you ’ve eaten enough
food, so if you’re chowing down in
a hurry, it will likely get the message
too late.'
This can be hard when you’re
eating on the run or trying to fit an
hour lunch break into 15 minutes.
But taking a break has all kinds of
benefits, even to the employer.
Fruits and veggies. O'Rourke sug
gests that half your plate be filled
with fruits and vegetables. “They
are really great for losing weight
and maintaining health. There's no
bad stuff with them. You can hardly
overdo it."
Substituting, say, an apple for
chips saves a large amount of calo
ries and is better for you. A win-win.
Don't skip meals. Skipping meals
during the day sets you up for overindulgence later, and often involving
whatever is convenient.

Balance. Try to get protein, fat
and carbohydrates in all your meals.
For breakfast, get more creative than
toast and orange juice.
Pay attention. "There is so much
mindless eating,” she says. "I suggest
people try to keep a food journal and
note what they eat and how much,
what they were doing and feeling.
The first stop in changing behavior
is knowing w hat’s going on. Maybe
you’ll find a walk would do the trick, if
you’re stressed, instead of eating.”
For those who want to be slightly
more precise, the American Cancer
Society says that one cup of chopped
vegetables is the size of a baseball;
one ounce of cheese is about the
size of four die.
If you want someone to do your
own planning and thinking for you,
Allrecipes.com might be worth a try.
I was impressed by its “ Nutri-Planner,"
a subscription service that costs $36
a year.
Its mission is to make nutritious
eating easy. I started by creating my
profile, which included my stature,
age, activity level and goal (general
fitness). The site’s calculator pegged
my suggested caloric intake at 2,272
a day.
I could then choose from a menu
of menus to create my own daily
meal plan.
The Nutri-Planner also provided
me with totals of proteins, ca rb o 

hydrates, fats, saturated fats, cho
lesterol, fiber and sodium, as well
as guidelines from the com pany’s
nutritional advisory panel and health
organizations.
If I wasn’t meeting my desired
nutrition, I could add or subtract food
items until my goals were met.
Although I wouldn't stray from the
set menu, which you can pre-plan
for a week or month ahead, some
folks likely would w ant to mix and
match by making their item-by-item
selections from the "pantry.” About
23,000 recipes are in the Nutri-Plan
ner.
When I typed in muffin, the plan
ner gave me a vast number of
choices, complete with star ratings,
calories and cooking times When
I went to the meal-planning part,
I typed in “muffin” and got 24
options.
I clicked on blueberry muffin and
got a rundown on what percent of
fat, protein and carbs came with it.
I could check foods by category.
For instance,
I learned that an Asian salad is
three times more fattening than a
recipe for cucumber slices with dill.
If you’re serious about eating right
without much thought, and you're
comfortable in a kitchen, it might
help.
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Steel Train: Ecstasy for the Relaxing Soul
By Reyna Steinberg
StaffWriter

¡red of the same old Jersey
punk scene?
There’s a new sound in
town. With an orgasmic blend of
harmonies, vocals, and jam m ing
instrumentals', Steel Train is like ecstasy
for your ears.
The minute Scott Irby Ranniar
starts to sing, all senses are paralyzed,
your mind goes blank and you are
brought into the world of Steel Train.
Psychedelic guitar riffs fill your
mind, mastered by Jack Antonoff,
while rockin' melodies by Matthew
Goldman get your body moving.
To add to the trip, dancing and
bare-foot, comes Evan Winiker on
bass, then you hear the drums,
tamed by Matthias Gruber, sensually
caressing the harmonies making this
sound complete.
Steel Train’s unique music style
blends classic rock like Santana,
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young, The
Beatles, and others to form a new,
but timeless sound.
Their debut EP For You My Dear,
on Drive Thru Records, is made up
of six original songs, including one
instrumental, “W.12th.”
This CD is an extraordinary piece
full of emotion, dreams, and love.
Each song on this CD is amazing
bringing out the talent and dedica
tion each musician in the band puts
into it.
The lyrics of each song touch the
heart and reach the soul.
Although Steel Train is signed
to Drive-Thru Records, they aren't
like the other bands typically found
there.
Again breaking boundaries, Steel
Train doesn't sound like their punk
rocker label mates although they

The magic started once Jack met from the next.
can be seen playing with them.
Part of their uniqueness is
Finishing up their third tour, Steel Scott at PCS High School in NYC,
their ability
Train have played with such bands they soon
to start jam
as Finch, Something C orporate, s t a r t e d
ming wher
The Juliana Theory, the Rx Bandits, ja m m in g
ever they
and the Rocket Summer and many to g e th e r
are.
and were
more.
Vh e i r
Currently they have been playing h e a r d
beats are
shows around the tri-state area, but p l a y i n g
a m a z i n g
Bob Mararen't on tour.
and uplift
Their next show is October 11 in ley’s Steel
ing, even if
T
r
a
i
n
Hartford, Connecticut at the Webster
you d o n 't
w h i c h
Theater.
play
an
After that, they'll be back here p e o p l e
instrument,
in New Jersey at Maxwell's in Hobo s t a r t e d
you
wish
ken on October 14 with The Young c a l l i n g
you did just
them
Designers.
so
you
The next big date on the Steel hence the
could get
name.
Train schedule is November 11.
WWW.DRlVETHRURECORDS.COM
in on a jam
In May Steel Train rocks in a very unique way.
This is a very exciting day for all
with them.
Steel Train fans, their 1969 EP is hitting 2002, Jack
O
n
and Scott
stores.
stage they
This mix of cover songs, all from went to
the year 1969, is a vivid combination Drive Thru records in California and perform like legends, with the com
of songs from artists like the Jackson are asked to sign. Later, Jack bumped passion and humility.
One of the best parts of going to
5, The Beatles, Bob Marley, and many into Evan and naturally the group
becomes a trio. In October 2002 the a Steel Train show is getting to meet
more surprises.
The band shows off their range of group went to California to record the musicians.
These are some the nicest people
talents in the different types of songs their EP and met a sessions drummer
they play, while making each song which was Matthias who was asked in the business, they are professional
and friendly.
to join the band.
sound better than the original.
They are a band that loves to
The group stayed on the West
One of the most interesting things
about Steel Train is how each Coast for a month, and realized there meet their fans and hear their sto
ries.
member can intertwine their own was still something missing.
Steel Train has had a big influ
Evan called up his former band
individual sounds with those of each
other. Each coming from a different mate Matthew and the group was ence on many people's lives.
Their music touches people with
musical background, their sound complete.
They started their first tour in Janu their words and soothing beats.
blends incredibly.
Just recently on September 15,
Jack, Evan, and M att have all ary 2003 with Finch as the headliners
they held a benefit show for the
been in the Jersey punk scene and the rest is history.
To w a tch a Steel Train show is kids of the Holley House in Hacken
before, playing in Outline and
unlike any other show one would sack, NJ for the Youth Consultation
Random Task, respectively.
Service, w hich provides shelter,
Scott has had his share of experi attend.
When you’re at a Steel Train show education and care for children
ence in the music world, as young
Simba in Disney's The Lion King on yo u 're not just w a tch in g , yo u ’re in need.
Steel Train is an amazing band
Broadway, and Matthias worked in participating.
As soon as ,the first b e a t starts that will sweep you off your feet.
California as a sessions drummer.
Not only are they a band that
Wondering how all these musi your feet are tapping, your arms are
you will enjoy, they’re a band that
cians came together to form Steel swinging, and your mouth is singing.
Every Steel Train show is different even your parents will enjoy.
Train?

Happy Madison Raves as a Sandler Twin
By Alano I. Capria
Staff Writer

Happy Madbon
The Happy Shaw
MSU

_____________ J
dam Sandler’s biggest fan
came to MSU on Tuesday,
Oct. 7. Invited by the
SGA, ‘Happy Madison' put on the
‘Happy Show’, a tribute to the
com edic genius of Adam Sandler.
The show began a t 8:00 p.m.
after a half hour set by a Rhode
Island band called Without Andy.
The show itself was about
two hours long and let out at
a r o u n d 1 0 : 3 0 p . m . .
I'm sorry to say th a t I thought
that ‘Without A ndy’ really wasn't
worth the half hour that they
stood
on
stage.
The music was okay but I don’t
know whether or not it was the
lyrics or the singer that m ade
the songs start to sound like nails

A

scratching against a blackboard.
Maybe it'wasn't even the singer
that
really
sucked.
It was probably just the fact that
he was almost kissing the m icro
phone while yelling into it so
that every word com ing from his
mouth was com pletely muffled
to
the
audience's
ears.
Still, the show couldn’t do entirely
without
the
band.
They played background to all
of Happy’s songs. Without some of
their music, the show would have
been lacking a certain energy.
‘The Happy Show’ was absolutely
hilarious. Happy sang a great deal
of Adam Sandler’s biggest hits,
namely ‘The Thanksgiving Song',
‘Chicken Song', ‘Piece of Shit
Car’,
and
‘Medium
Pace.'
I actually had no idea that
‘Medium Pace’ was an actual
song by Sandler although my boy
friend had shouted it in my ear
during less th a n ideal moments.
Surprise, surprise, Needless to say,
hearing someone else sing it made
me
crack
up.
A great deal of the show con
sisted of audience partipation.
Contestants had to pretend to be
the delivery man from ‘Big Daddy’

(“ Hip? Hiphop? Hiphopanonymous?
You gave him all the easy ones!”), play
golf, keep H appy
from looking like an
idiof, and sing songs,
among other things.
Prizes were given
out and consisted
of two CDs, fake
doggy poo, and
a
snack
pack

According to Happy, he decided
to put on the Happy Show because
he thought that
Sandlerwas “the
coolest
guy
e

v

e

r

.

”

Happy met
Sandler when
he was cast as
an extra in one
of Sander's films.
Supposedly,
p u d d i n g .
after
Happy
I’ll adm it th a t
m ade Sandler
Happy did look like
laugh a few
A dam from a dis
times
between
tance, even though
takes,
Adam
he was consider
came up to him
ably shorter (Happy
and
com
stands at 5'4' - 1felt
m ented about
bad because I was
how
Happy
towering over him
W W W .CBIELLO.HOMESTEAD.COM
looked like a
when my boyfriend
went to get an Happy Madison displays an uncanny “ better-looking
version"
of
a u t o g r a p h ) . resemblance to Sandler.
S a n d l e r .
The voices were
For those of you who missed ‘The
also very similar. And he knew
his Adam . It was almost as great Happy Show’ , you really should
been
there.
as
seeing
Sandler
himself. have
If Happy ever decides to come
It was definitely just as hilarious.
Skits from every known Adam back to MSU, I know that I’ll
Sandler movie were put on and be one of the first ones walking
even though I h a d n ’t seen all of into the SC Ballrooms to laugh
them, I still ended up laughing. until my sides ache yet again.

©
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Life For Rent Propels Dido’s Career Forward
By Toni Trióla
FeatureEditor

Dido
U fo For R ent
G otten R ecords

ido’s new album Life For
Rent is absolutely amaz
ing.
She has once again proved how
much of a talented artist she is.
The first single has already been
overplayed, but through no fault
of the artist. I have always found
that if you disregard the overplayed
songs on the radio and listen to the
entire album, you will find the artist
is better than they seem in just one
song.
Dido most certainly is. Her voice
has a different quality to it, much
like that of little known British artist
Beth Orton. At times, there is a
resemblance in the sound of fheir
voices on Life For Rent but Dido
does a good job a t making her
sound her own.
The lyrics are heartfelt and more
over, they warrant a feeling of “ I
can relate to that." Though most
of the album the songs tugged at
some small and insignificant portion

D

of my life, and it is always good (for
me anyway) to connect on that kind
of a level with g song.
One song in particular is “ Life for
rent” the title song of the album,
which sounds much like someone
rethinking their life choices. One line
in particular that caught my attention
was in the chorus “ If my life is for
rent/and I don’t learn to buy/then
I deserve nothing more than I get/
Coz nothing I have is truly mine."* It
has a much deeper meaning if you
listen closely, and that warrants good
music.
I have always liked Dido, I thought
she was a brave artist, unafraid fo
cross boundaries set by popular
culture. It takes real guts for a “ pop
star" to do a duet song with the
likes of Eminem. Even if it was only
parts of the song used, honestly,
with the controversy surrounding that
particular artist at the time...it takes
guts.
I admire artists who take brave
steps. Her album has much of the old
Dido, but it also shows her evolution
as an artist. Her lyrics are still, as they
always were, heartfelt.
It is difficult to imagine Dido not
being heartfelt about her work. She
has a talented voice that screams
with dedication and soulful sultriness.
On the downside, the second song
on the album has a full minute
long intro. I have never been one
for lengthy intros, I feel they down
play the song, especially when it is

machine made music. It makes me
wonder, however, how someone who
has essentially the same style as Beth
Orton, was discovered while the other
was left in the little well known pool
of musicians. I suppose it’s luck of the
draw, or all in who know.
Whatever the case, Dido’s new
album is amazing.. She has heart
and that is w hat
counts. You need
to love what you
do, because if you
d o n ’f your fans
hear if.
Her
vibrant
voice is full of pas
sion for her occu
pation. Her lyrics,
most of which are
written or a t the
very least co-writ
ten, by her, are
signs that even in
a world of Pop
Icons that inevita
Dido
releases
bly sing what other
album.
people tell them
to, Dido does her
own thing.
That is gutsy.
Perhaps gutsy is the wrong word.
Admirable is more like it. I respect
artists who make their own music, and
don't do the music handed to them
in a binder from a balding executive
writer who thinks he knows w hat is
cool.
It was never about the music but

about the money and the audience.
Dido clearly does this because she
loves it.
If it was about her not making
any effort whatsoever and collecting
a huge paycheck, she'd probably
fall into being another Britney clone.
Please, we have far too many of
fhose.
It just shows
that you do not
need the stereo
typical voice of
a siren, or the
body of a vixen fo
make an impact
in the musical
world.
Dido is by far a
great songstress.
I have never
had the pleasure
of seeing her live,
but I can guess
w w w . d io o . c o . u k
that she is an
amazing stage
phenom enal
performer
as
well.
I highly re c
ommend this album. For what it’s
worth, it's not the typical poppy
music that young teenage girls get
hooked on.
Dido is not Britney Spears and
she’s not Christina Aguilera or Kelly
Clarkson.
She is a class unto herself and
that is worthy of admiration. Hats
off to Dido.

A r t s C a le n d a r
C o n c e rt & T h e a te r C a le n d a r
"*r

BRET MICHAELS
B.B. K IN G ’S BLUES CLUB
THE ATARIS
THE CONTINENTAL

HOLLY GOLIGHLY
SOUTH PAW
FUN FANG FO O M
LUXX

SEBASTIAN BACH
STONE PONY
SO N IC TRANCE
IRIDUIM JAZZ CLUB

M o vfe R eleases

...........
SCARY M O V IE 3 - DIR:DAVID ZUCKER

A N N A FARIS, LESLIE NIELSEN, CHARLIE SHEEN

R A D IO - DIR: MIKETOLLIN. ED HARRIS, CUBA
G O O D IN G JR., DEBRA WINGER

SUPER D IA M O N D
IRVING PLAZA
SEETHER
CO NVENTIO N HALL

I
£1

EVAN DANDO
BOWERY BALLROOM
SLAYERR
ROSELAND

THE JAGGERS
SOUTH PAW
THE HISS
C O R AL R O O M

GOATWHORE
B.B. KING'S BLUES CLUB
TRAVIS
BEACO N THEATER

A lb u m R eleases

""»t ..............

................

Punk: Rancid- Indestructible
Rock: Dew- Scented-Im pact
Metal: Neurosis/Jerobe -Neurosis & Jerobe
Metal: Various Artists-Punk Goes Acoustic

Tigerlily only lists events for th a t w eek (from the Thursday w e c o m e out to the following W ednesday). For your event to get
listed, it must reach us by the Tuesday before w e co m e out.
Be sure to include the nam e o f the event (w ho’s performing) where it’s being held, an d the e xa ct d a te it's happening.
Send all inform ation to the following e-mail address:

m o n fa rts @ y a h o o .c o m
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Joan of Arcadia is a Godsend for CBS
Not bad for a family drama
with divine inspiration.The show is
StaffWriter
centered around 16-year-old Joan
Girardi, played masterfully by Gen
eral Hospital alum Amber Tamblyn.
Joan is approached by god, in
many forms, who tells the teenager
to do certain tasks, like getting a
jo b a t a book store or taking AP
Chemistry.
At first Joan is skeptical, like
anyone would be, but after god,
in the image on an attractive teenn a TV line-up filled with crime aged boy, revealed facts about her
shows, where does a quirky family that no one else would know;
family drama about a teenager Joan slowly does as she is told.
who talks to god fit in?
Add to this mix Joan’s eclectic
In the top 25 of the Neilson rat family; police-chief father Will (Joe
ings. CBS took a huge risk throwing M ontegna), the ever questioning
their new show Joan of Arcadia in mother Helen (Mary Steenburgen),
a prized time slot, Friday nights at the newly paralyzed older brother
8:00 up against Alicia Silverstone’s Kevin (Jason Ritter), and the sciencesupposed come back role in NBC’s nerd younger brother Luke (Michael
much anticipated M/ss Match.
Welch); and you have an hour filled
But Joan reigned supreme with engaging storylines and laughdebuting at 24 in the Neilsons with out-loud one liners.Viewers tuned
13.5 million viewers; M/ss Match was into the show not knowing exactly
a pitiful 63 with less than half of what to expect given the fact that
Joan's viewers.
most shows struggle with the idea
Joan raked in the network’s best of religion.
numbers in that time slot in three
There are so many beliefs to
years and was the second most what god is like that no one show
w a tc h e d dram a of the season, can please everyone.
following CBS’s other show Cold
Where Joan Of Arcadia is differ
Case.
ent lies in its depiction of god, not
The only program to beat out this as an all-powerful dictator, but as a
little drama was Fox’s Major League being something that just tries to lead
Baseball playoffs.
people to “ fulfill their true nature," as
By Jennifer Beck

I

god tells Joan.
everyone like ‘Joan of A rcadia'?
G od’s overall lesson to Joan It’s not so much the aspect of god
so far has been
but that everyone,
that every action
even a rebellious
counts towards
sixteen year-old
a good chain of
who doesn't quite
reactions.
fit in, can make a
Joan
of
difference.
course learns the
Each action
hard way; she
Joan takes leads to
must first g e t a
something mean
job in order to
ingful to someone
shame her big
else.
brother back into
There is one
the,world by get
fear for the future
ting a jo b him
of this new show:
self.
will the shows
If his little sister
become routine?
can do it, so can
God tells Joan
he, Kevin states
to do something,
in the end of the
she does it, and
season opener.
someone benefits.
Viewers will be
W W W .TVTOM E.COM
Viewers are also
happy to know
going to start look
God says: watch Joan o f
that
even
ing for miracles
Arcadia.
though the show
and it seems that
is seemingly a
the writers are
feel good family
already setting the
drama, like 7th Heaven, there is no show up for one.
moral dilemmas neatly solved in the
Last week, Helen found out that
hour allotted and all of the charac Kevin actually has a very slim 2 per
ters still find it absolutely necessary to cent chance that he could walk
question the idea of god.
again.
Joan’s mother Helen is constantly
But as it stands now, Jo an o f
questioning a random charity col A rcadia is anyon e ’s best bet for
lecting priest to why god feels it a must see show because of its
necessary to make people suffer.
combination of family dynamics and
So the question stands: Why does divine inspiration.

( T h i/ lle e k i t Entertainm ent

MOVIES
Thursday,October 16

Sunday, October 19

Oscar Wilde 1854
Tim Robbins 1958
Flea 1962
Kellie Martin 1972
Jeremy Jackson 1980

Emma Baron 1904
Chuck Berry 1926
Divine 1945
John Lithgow 1945
Trey Parker 1969

Friday, O ctober 17

M onday, O ctober 20

Arthur Miller 1915
Rita Hayworth 1918
Ziggy Marley 1968
W yclef Jean 1972
Eminem 1974
Kristen Szmak 1984

Bela Lugosi 1882
Gunnar Hansen 1905
Will Rogers Jr. 1911
Tom Petty 1950
Snoop Doggy Dogg 1972

Saturday, October 18
Boris Sagal 1917
Lee Harvey Oswald 1939
Mike Ditka 1939
Pam D aw ber 1951

James Bond hunk, Roger M oore,
as k n ig h te d b y Q u e e n E liz a b e th
Jay. The now, Sir Roger M o o re ,
hted fo r his w ork as a goodw ill
for UNICEF. -

Books
Author M ichael Peterson is in a f t o r y of
his own. he was found g f l M ^ d H d a y for
murdering his wife after h e n ^ ^ H B s found
in a pool of blood at the b c | f l § H H B ^ p s e
in heir home. Prosecut&lfflKMjiSil^^^tersnn
beat his wife to death in o r d e W f collect a
$1.4 million life insurance policy. ▼

Tuesday, O ctober 21

Music

Dizzy Gillepsie 1917
Whitey Ford 1928
Ursula LeGuin 1929
Jeremy Miller 1976
Will Estes 1978

Know someone w ho’s celebrating a birthday soon? W hat else says “Happy
Birthday (on a very limited budget) better than getting your friend's name in the
paper? Email montarts@yahoo.com with the birthday kid’s full name and year of
birth at least a week before the date and let them know you eally care. Even
though you may be really poor.

Jersey legend, Bruce Springsteen is not
playing the three shows that was scheduled
for his tour because he reportedly aggravated
he NYPD. He perform ed “Am erican Skin
(41 shots)” which was inspired by the 1999
shooting of West African immigrant, Amadou
Diablo by four city policemen.

Comi

Panzariello from cnn.com

J
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IA HA by Andy Moore

C A P T A IN

R l B M A N tn Your Tired, Your Poor, Your Muddled Asses

by Sprengelmeyer & Davis

DAO SAYS
ONLY AN IDIOT
WOULD NAME
HIMSELF

uCAPTAIN
D IB A ilA IJ «
MV REAL NAME
IS -CA P T A N U S
RIBAAANLOVER".'
A CLERK AT
ELLIS IS LA N D
PROMISED THIS
NEW NAME WOULD
MAKE M V LIFE
MUCH EASIER/

CONSTANT
AUTOGRAPH
SIGNING.

IMPRINT IN
CEMENT.

by

WILLIAM
MORTON
©MM

TABLOID STORIES
(skully is love
CHILD OF
ELVIS A ALIEN).

mm

STALKER
GOT HIM.

,^sN O P R IV A C Y ^

w m
;
www.mortco.02it.com #89

mm

SKuiiy
BY
W IL L IA M
M ORTON
©MM

“All I’m saying’ is ... either you find another job,
or we pry that thing off that plate and EAT it!”

mortco@ m indsprin9.com

#166

Cartoons
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BY BILLY O'KEEFE

WtfW.MRBtlLV.COM

TOO RISW. I MÍAN, PURPtf
[DINOSAURS MI6 HT NOT BE HOTj
2004 , AND THIN WHAT?,

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Fish-landing
tool
5 Out in tront
10 Joaquim or
Penelope
,14 Butter’s brother
15 “Gymnopedies”
composer
16 Queue
17 Italian beach
18 Tropical breezes
20 Amounts hands
collect?
22 Start
23 Fill to excess
24 Operation
26 Pioneer
communities
30 Spirit of “The
Tempest”
31 __ Cong
32 Abe’s boy
35 Like a cooked
noodle
36 Jogs
38 Actor Lugosi
39 Golfer’s gadget
40 First name of
15A
41 Jollity
42 Shallow
45 Endangered
aquatic mammal
49 Ethereal
50 Place to live
51 Coniferous
feature
55 Get the picture
58 King of beasts
59 Profound
60 Plains shelter
61 Ticklish Muppet
62 While lead-in
63 Outlaw Belle
64 Prepares Easter
eggs
DOWN
Game for
Woods
Et ¡2? (and
others)
Govt, agents
Track
Shrewd
Manhattan
part
Schedule figs.

1

2

3

6

7

8

s

4

11

12 ; 13

32

33

•

14
1
19

J l
„

17
1
21

20

22
24

23
26

27

25

29

28

31

30
36

35

41
43

42
46

47 .

34

38

37

40

39

45

i

44

49

48

52

51

50
55

56

59

60

62

63

54

58

57

64
1

1
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8 Lend a hand
9 Joey of the
twist
10 Resist
separation
11 Washer cycle
12 Below
13 Piquant
19 Least
satisfactory
21 Autumn
24 Fit of temper
25 Shoshones
26 Granular
seasoning
27 Toledo’s lake
28 Limit in duration
29 Call forth
32 Garr of “Tootsie”
33 Can. province
34 Arlene or Roald
36 Loyal
37 Ready to pick
38 Rode a two
wheeler
40 Aromatic
compound
41 Soggy ground

53

“S he m a y not be th e c o m e lie s t of w om e n,
bu t s h e c a rrie s h e rs e lf w e ll.”

S o lu tio n s
3 N O o|
S 3 0 1
I X V 1
id 0 i 0
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43 Fassbinder or
Rilke
44 Locater
45 Bea Arthur sitcom
46 Capp’s hero
47 Protuberances
48 Skilled

3 A 3
i 3 3
n 9 V
IAI 0 0
3 S1
0 NV
y n O
V 0 a
s Nn
V 1
N V
N 3
VS

s
d
lAi

V

51 Hemingway's
sobriquet
52 Unctuous
53 Alaska town
54 Eve’s grandson
56 Ave. crossers
57 Hanoi holiday

“ Your te s ts loo k go od, bu t I’m ke e ping you he re
fo r a fe w m o re days, ’c a u s e y o u r no se is w a rm .”
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From Free Education
To Fatigues

Do You Think Security Is Effective
At The Village?
“Yes, I feel safe. I think the lock
on my door is enough.”
Anna Einspahr,
crim inal justice, th ird year

“Yeah, I felt safe living in the
Village without the security guys
present."

“For the most part,‘ I don’t feel
too worried going into my room.
The security man is there, but
Tamara Thomas,, psychology, you never know when things
fourth year
can happen.”
K adi¡ah Basir, broadcasting,
fourth year

\

o Do You Think
o
o

c
■o■

ow
3

ROTC
MSU
Is aGood
■B?

ll973-655-5241oremail
G- Ca
MontOpinion@yahoo.com
torespond.
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Praise Amongst the Criticism
A Positive View On
Savor the Flavor Jacob because
I doubt I will ever go on the record
again supporting a liberal administra
tion.
That being said, I begin.
Jacob and his adminis
tration have been coming
under a lot of flak lafely
and I cannot see why.
Jacob and his adminisfration have done more
for us, as sfudenfs, fhan any
ofher adm inisfrafion we
have ever been under. Take
H om ecom ing for exam 
ple, I have never seen so
m any students involved
and excited for the homecoming
ceremony.
I enjoyed the games and the free
popcorn, and many of the other
attractions we had. It was the first
time SGA has had to manage and
pay for Homecoming.
So it's a great accomplishment
that Jacob kept homecoming going
despite the fa c t th a t CLUB (who
historically organized and funded
Homecoming) wasn’t re-chartered
by the last SGA President. I have
yet to meet with any student that
attended who said it wasn’t fun. I
do not recall having a flag raising

ceremony or attractions for home
com ing under other adm inistra
tions. Jacob is being criticized for
the money he is spending,
however the money he is
spending is going towards
b e tte r things, programs
and organizations for stu
dents. This is why he
a d o p te d the cam paign
slogan, “Students for Stu
dents” .
I looked well over his
platform , as I usually do
with any election, and his
platform was very solid. He
promised things that I have
never heard another c a n d id a te
tackle. He’s brought about issues
directly from students.
He is the first president of the SGA
who never held an executive office,
such as previous presidents being
vp prior to their term. He indeed
came out from among the students.
This is a quality to admire in anyone,
regardless of how liberal or conserva
tive they may be. If you are willing
to step forward and make change,
where many people fall short and
walk away, that is what makes you
a leader. This is why the majority of
the campus com m unity put their

Administration
faith in him,
tions on Parking and Transportation”
Regarding his platform, Jacob where students can express their
has done just about everything he, concerns, com plaints, and sug
or I should say we
gestions to park
students, set out
ing and shuttling in
to do.
He has
an
effective and
6 6 H e ’ s BROUGHT
cut costly Execu
welcoming way.
tive Board spend
He also was
ABOUT ISSUES DIRECTLY
ing. Not one SGA
the man who
FROM STUDENTS...HE
dollar went to the
advocated for the
purchase of a new
return of Over
INDEED CAME OUT FROM
cell phone for the
night parking in
AMONG THE STUDENTS.
executive board
Lot 28.
members (as it has
He has a d vo 
THIS IS A QUALITY I
happened in the
ca te d for better
past).
ADMIRE IN ANYONE. 9 9
upkeep in the
The
summer
Student C enter
leadership retreat
Annex Room 112,
came in $3,500 under budget. The By urging for new carpeting and
executive officers Expense line of paint. Soon the place will become
the 2003 SGA stands 12 percent less a lounge again as it was back in the
spent than this time last year.
early 90's when my brother attended
He has stood up for our rights here.
against greedy administrations, like
He has supported the Greek
eFollet, and Standard Parking. He Council's lifetime charterment plan,
has supported and pushed for a which allows Greek organizations
meal plan swipe system that will be to charter once, if they maintain
starting up at the Diner November their social active social service to
3 through November 9 (so swipe MSU. He made a bill that will soon
away).
be presented to the legislature’s
He has also co-sponsored an appropriations committee.
event with Dean Harris that will take
He has also drafted legislation
place in November called “Solu
SEE "JACOB" ON
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Shadows at the Bubblegum Factory
The Horrid Side Of Pop Star, Britney Spears
When you're a child raised in
the south, in those mundane, slow,
monotonous surroundings, destined
to become another nobody in
the world, you are prone to find
yourself being dragged into
a machine.
If your parents begin to
bring you to auditions, enter
you into beauty pageants,
or take you out of school so
that you can be sent off to
New York City with hopes
of finding a manager that
will assist you in getting that
“ big break,” then you may
be on your way to becom
ing a novelty act.
You may fall into the
large group of kids that are trapped
early on by parents looking to get
rich quick courtesy of their offspring.
The south has been the breeding
ground for most of the pop acts from
the past five years. It seems that
there are two different outcomes
that can be achieved when this path
is taken. You’ll either become a rich
pop star, or you’ll end up broke and
uneducated living in your parent’s
trailer.
Take Britney Spears for example.
Raised in Louisiana, Britney quickly
becam e the p u ppet her parents
dreamed she could be. With her
cute looks and outgoing personality,
she soon made her way onto the
Mickey Mouse Club and it's been a
fast-paced rise to fame since.
When Britney first came into our
lives, she was sweet and cuddly,
entertaining and bright, a perfect
The M o n td a rio n M a ilb a g Policy

role m odel for little girls all over
the world. This image faded fast,
as the pop music tide often does.
Bubblegum pop comes along every
few years and people immediately
be com e tired of it. It's
never actually about musi
cal talent. The "artists”
usually get by with minimal
singing ability that's pol
ished in the studio thanks
to today's technology.
They c o u ld n ’t write a
song themselves if lives
depended on it, and their
general musical knowl
edge typically doesn't
extend
further
than
Michael Jackson and/or
Madonna infatuations. Once the
public gets bored with the candycoated faces and tunes, the record
labels' only solution is to make
their pop acts more appealing, in
some, how they would say, “ mature”
ways.
After some brief warning signs,
Britney soon went all out and
decided to becom e a “wom an.”
Her womanly attributes include flip
ping the bird to paparazzi cameras,
smoking cigarettes, and cursing in
interviews (oooh, the f-word, what
a rebel.) On top of these seemingly
innocent examples, there’s of course
the dominatrix outfit she wore a few
years back to the MTV Video Music
Awards, amidst rumors of breast
implants and Hollywood hook-ups, all
while wearing the skimpiest clothing
available whenever she went out.
She's recently com e full circle

into w om anhood through kissing
Madonna on stage and appearing
nearly naked on the cover of Rolling
Stone magazine. I’m not complain
ing though.
At the onset of this transforma
tion, Britney denied her loss of virgin
ity, but now that she's decided to
becom e an adult over night, she
openly admits that she has indeed
lost her virginity, and even celebrates
this shocking fact. All these esca

pades make it clear to me, and I'm
sure also to you, that Britney Spears
is definitely a woman. She grew up
right before our very eyes.
This sudden and drastic change
smells a tad bit fishy to me. Shock
ingly, her record company and man
agem ent were more than happy
to stand behind Britney while this
metamorphosis occurred. After all,
see

“BRITNEY” o n
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David Wong Appeal Denied Again
Although Testimony Proves Innocence, Injustice Prevails
When the word activist comes to but Wong’s Fukien/Fujian dialect was
mind, the response usually is associ not one of the tongues under his/her
ated with terms such as tree-hugger, repitore of languages. C ontrary
save the whales or hippie peace and to ignorant assumptions, Chinese
love. Those negative connotations people don't just speak Chinese.
have destroyed the very
The last time David
fabric of finding something
Wong saw the outside
to fight for. Moreover, even
w orld, the NY Mets won
if there is a cause to be
the World Series. While
supported, many attem pt
Daryl Strawberry and Doc
to empathize and still do
G ooden w ere bidding
nothing about it.
sobriety adieu, an innocent
Some say the activist
man was handed to him
is d e ad . “ The Civil Rights
a 25 to life bid by August
Movement was a long time
1987.
Jason
ago", is a phrase I hear from
In a Sept. 30 hearing,
Hortillas
many of my peers. Freedom
17
years a fte r the initial
•Opinion Editor
is an assumed definite for
verdict, the m otion was
the "ignorance is bliss" fac
denied for a new trial by
tion. If someone is locked
Judge Timothy Lawliss stat
up, it is not the forces of the system ing that new evidence w a s " unreli
but a person who made the wrong able and incredible.” '
decision. Why is this so cut and dry?
What I find unreliable is Judge
If you believe this to be true, go ask Lawliss disregarding two different
David Wong and he’ll give you a accounts of W ong’s innocence.
different story.
Now if I heard accounts by John
What happens when the odds Q. Misinformed stating innocence
are stacked up against you, and simply on a whim, I would agree
a justice system you initially think with you.
lives by its name, has no justice at
But the fact of the matter Clinton
all? David Wong, 40, a Chinese inmate Peter Dellfava has recounted
im m igrant was c o n v ic te d of the his testimony that aided in the con
March 12, 1986 murder of Tyrone viction of Wong in 1987. Dellfava
Julius, a fellow inm ate of Clinton received in return a transfer to
Prison in New York State.
medium security prison in addition
Wong, an immigrant from China, to a prosecutor’s recommendation.
without any family or fluency in the
Obviously, no one a t Clinton
English language, was pinned as Prison would admit to bribery of an
the "scapegoat” to Julius’ death. inmate and the term “insufficient" is
How convenient that a man who just another way of saying insufficient
has practically no way to defend to the ulterior agenda of pinning a
himself for a charge as serious as murder on an innocent man.
murder. Yes, there was an interpreter
Supporting the criminal rather

than the law is considered to be This friend is no whale we are saving,
naive. But fact matters and all the nor the o b je ct of a Joyce Kilmer
facts support the innocence of this arbor poem. We are talking about
man. Even Sharon Julius, the wife someone's life being wasted away
of the murder victim has testified for being an easy target for the guilty
that Nelson Gutier
to walk free.
rez was the actual
The idea of an
killer. Gutierrez and
activist
comes
6 6 I f W o n g is s u c h
Julius had previ
from its root word
ous altercations at
- to act. With the
A THREAT,WHY HASN’T
Rikers Island, and
help of the DWSC,
THE STATE DEPORTED
ironically, Julius
there still remain
was transferred
people who still
HIM ?...SOMEONE WANTS
to Clinton Prison
care. Judge Lawl
TO MAINTAIN
where Gutierrez
iss (a name befit
later ended up.
ting
to him) has
W o n g ’ s in c a r c e r a t io n
The David
recently dropped
Wong
Support
another
road
FOR A REASON 9 9
Committee
block on the road
(DWSC) founded
of David W ong’s
by Yuri Kochiyama,
innocence,
yet
a civil rights activist who with the they still go on.
DWSC continues to fight for Wong's
The Sept. 30 denied a ppeal is
innocence. Students, lawyers and not a setback but a stepping stone
people who understand W ong’s for hope. Hope is very fragile and
plight remain vigilant regardless of maybe that is why the presence of
the numerous attempts to appeal.
the activist has dwindled. Those who
The mystery surrounding this case have walked the path of freedom
has more question marks than a trivia fighting have come to the realization
game but unfortunately there are that our world has evolved the forms
no answers. If Wong is such a threat, of oppression to the have-not.
why hasn’t the state of NY deported
This is why I write, not to become
him already?
the high and mighty but to revive
OMany have been deported for the idea of “ a ctio n .” So maybe
less. But obviously someone wants to the activist is actually not dead at
maintain Wong’s incarceration for all. Maybe we, just like the game,
some reason.
which has changed, must look for
Why would so many people new ways to fight.
come in support of David Wong if
they did not think he was innocent?
Why would so many guards, inmates, Jason Hortillas, an English major, is
the translator, and the wife of the in his first y ea r as a Opinion Editor
murdered come in support as well? for The Montclarion.

Britney

Jacob

Continued from p.17

Continued from p.17

it kept album sales high and allowed Britney! If Britney was to pick up an
the money to roll right in. They had instrument or learn how to write a
no problem revealing Britney's more song then I’d support her for trying
human attributes.
to further her career in the music
These scenes she causesmake for industry through valid means.
plenty of w orthy
There’s noth
publicity, m ain
ing w rong with
6 6 A ll t h e s e
taining the atten
dressing sexy or
tion a pop star
acting rebellious,
ESCAPADES MAKE IT
needs in order to
but when you’re
stay successful.
being pushed to
CLEAR TO ME...THAT
The record label
dress and act a
BRITNEY SPEARS IS DEF
certain way in
kn e w C a th o lic
school girl outfits
order to make
INITELY A WOMAN...SHE
and
pigtails
another million, it's
GREW UP RIGHT IN FRONT
not right. The aver
w eren’t going to
cut it forever.
age person on the
OF OUR EYES. 9 9
The problem
street knows that
lies in th a t when
record companies
she does these
shape their artists
they
things, it’s used as a tool to stay in into w ha teve r i m a g e
the spotlight when you don’t even demand.
belong there in the first place. She
Britney has been a puppet for her
shouldn't be the role model for little entire career. Whether she enjoys the
girls; she should be their cashier at image and personality makeovers
the local mall.
th a t her-bosses grant her isn't a
Her normal adolescent habits question.
have deemed her role model posi
She is too caught up in the
tion void. Choosing to allow the machine to carry herself with any
record company and the media to type of dignity. I feel sorry for her.
endorse and exploit her as a scantily She'll forever be treated as a spoiled
dressed young adult means she's no
longer credible as someone to look Joe Rathgeber, an English major,
up to. Not to mention her nicotine is in his first year as a columnist for
h a bit and p o tty mouth. Tisk tisk The Montclarion.

to initiate office supply line for rush
events. As of right now it is being
reviewed. He has proposed shuttle
bus rerouting for quicker service. He
met with. Association vice president
Walter Watkins to propose a series of
new and shorter bus loops. I believe
all of our suggestions were met.
Unfortunately the amount of cars is
another problem.
He has done much to establish
proportional representation in the
SGA legislature. His new director of
residential affairs will be working with
the legislature’s committee to urge
them to organize representation
in that committee reflective of the
campus residential population.
He personally will be submitting
legislation asking the legislature to
have a representative from each
of the five academ ic schools and
colleges. Thus, the Dean of each
school will be participating.
Finally he has kept his promise in
trying to create a Student-Employee
organization. On November 21, the
SGA Executive Board will host a
dinner for all student employees,
where 500 students will be invited.
Interest in such an organization will
be realized byMSU's administration.
Boy, that was a mouthful. I find
it hard to believe such statements
that Jacob is too busy talking behind

people's backs to care about any
thing for the student body. The facts
speak for themselves.
Jacob’s enemies cannot try and
attack his work ethic, so they attempt
to attack his character. I think that
is just childish, but hey, it all comes
with the territory.
Bottom line Ja co b has m ade
many changes that the former SGA
administration does not like, so
actions like M ontclarion M ailbag
letters arise trying to suede students
against him. Last week's issue is an
example of these letters. Jacob has
given the best response possible...
none, because he knows that these
allegations are childish and stupid
and will not justify them with a
response.
You have done a great job at
MSU Jacob, and I wish for you to
continue. You’d make one hell of a
republican.

Mike Valenzano, a history major, is
in his second y ea r as a columnist

for The Montclarion.
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c h ild c a re w an ted
Seeking full-time live-out nanny for
our 2 boys - 4 years and 10 months.
Valid driver’s license required to
drive oldest to/from preschool. Other
duties include light cooking/ errands/
kid’s laundry. Call with references 917-626-2193._________________
Babysitter needed for 8 month and 4
year old in West Orange. Either some
days or some nights. Must drive and
have experience with babies. Call
Suzv 973-324-1231._____________
Babysitter wanted for 18 mos old
boy. Flexible hours/days for 2-4
hours in afternoon. $10/hr. located
2 miles from MSU. Call Kristin
973-655-1942._________________
Experienced babysitter wanted for
Montclair fam ily with toddler, for
Saturday nights and occasional eve
ning mid-week. Call 917-848-7335.
References requested. $10/hour.
Tues aft 4 - 7 p.m. other times
flex. 3 great kids in Montclair. Excel
lent pay. Exp’d please. Call Laura
973-783-7096._________________
Part-time babysitter needed to care
for two Montclair children. Must
be responsible, energetic, and fun.
References, experience, and own
transportation required. Non-smoker.
Call 973-509-0205.______________
Unique PT babysitter position early
morning hours every Thursday and
1 afterschool day / week. Must have
own car. Call 973-233-0244.

O ctober 1 6 ,2 0 0 3

Playful, responsible sitter for 8 year
old girl in Montclair for occasional
weekday evenings (usually Tuesdays
& Wednesdays) and possible Friday
and Saturday nights. References
required. 973-509-0690._________

Cleaning girl needed flex weekend
hours. $10.00 an hour call for details.
973-785-9291 Little Falls.________

Seen any good movies lately? We
haven’t. Babysitter needed to watch
5-month old girl for occasional eve
nings and weekends. Call Mary Sue
or Joe at (973)509-6006._________

Models. Women 18 and older for
outdoor test shoot. Tasteful Nudity.
Will exchange pictures for mod
eling. No experience necessary.
973-365-4054._________________

Own Car. Flexible Schedule. Call
973-744-8200,_________________

Sleep well,
Dowell
For kids to do their best in
school or at play, they should
get at least nine hours of
sleep every night. Kids

h e lp w anted

s e r v ic e s

can be Star Sleepers
(ike Garfield. Visit

Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS, Am erica’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancún, Aca
pulco, Bahamas, and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps.
Call
for group discounts. Information/
Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com______________
100% Phone work in call center. PreLegal Collection of consumer debt.
Base pay + commissions. Full-time
and Part-time shifts. Aggressive
& assertive professionals need
only apply. Please fax resumes:
973-259-0497,_________________
Mon - Fri, 4ish - 7ish to drive kids to
after school activities, Mtc. area must
have own car. 10 hrs./wk. $100 +
gas $ 973-744-7321_____________
Needed: Driver with car for day time
errands - food shopping, beauty
parlor, etc. Call 973-509-8454.
Part Time Drivers Delivering In The
Montclair Area For A Busy Food
Service. Earn Up To $12/hr In Your

Looking For Something
Fun To Do?
N eed CASH?
Earn $250 - 800 per week !
Hourly wage starts at $8.00,
plus bonuses & commissions !

Bartending Instructions 201-372-1110
United Bar and Nightclub Association,
Inc, www.ubna.org______________

*

★

http://starsleep.nhlbi.nih.gov
for sleep tips and fun activities.

Positions Available Im m ejiately *

*
J

fo r M a4 Scientists.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

*
^

★ Mad Science o f North Central New Jersey ★
Î is currently looking for students to work J
★ 1-4 hours a week teaching science classes ★
* t o ki4s. Excellent pay-ir>clu4fng training!! Î

★

★
E>o You:

★

♦ Lowe W orking with chfl4ren!
♦H ave fu ll-tim e access to acart
★ Have an outgoing personality!

★

★

*

★
★

★

if you answere4 yes to these questions, ★
★
give us a call at C973) 244-1880
.★
and set up an interslew.
★

★
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
National H eart Lung, and Blood institute
Public Health Service
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

A tten tion all M SU
S tu d en ts, F aculty
& S taff! T his
year, avoid
th e m isery!

our flu shot
e Health &
ess Center
appointment!

Work part-time (evenings) and
Saturday - set your schedule!
We need outgoing, enthusiastic
and personable people.

Influenza vaccine: $15. (cash or checks
ONLY - no charges or Red Hawk Dollars
accepted) Students, faculty and staff are
eligible. Meningitis vaccine is also avail
able for $90. Call: 973-655-4361

Call Jeff NOW !

973-275-1188

MONTCLAIR
ti I STATE
UNIVERSITY

k

A Center O f Knowledge, Centered on Yon,

M O N T C L AIR STATE U N IV ER S ITY

ir B M i

IEALTI & WELLNESS CEffTfS
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For more information, cal! the National Mental: Health Association at 1.800.969.NMHA (6642)1
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Talk to your doctor. Effective treatment is available.
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There are thbse who shy
away from challenges.
And then there are those
who trav el 9,000 miles
looking for them.
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The Sports Guy
Breaks Down the Homecoming Day
Hey there sportlings, this is The
Sports Guy back to break down a
big homecoming weekend, and a
great one at that. Both home teams
won! How many times have you
said that at MSU? Probably about as
often as the Cubs win the series.
The Sports Guy wants to say con
grats to the Red Hawks on a big
Conference win by MSU. The Red
Hawk fo o tb a ll squad is 4 -1 and
sit a t second in the co n fe ren ce
looking for that
NJAC champion
ship. The Sports
Guy hopes that
MSU's
offense,
who played a
disappearing act
against Kean, are
thanking
their
defense, who had
more hits than
Michael Jackson,
for carrying them
to victory.
As for Red
Hawks QB John
DiGirolamo, the
poor kid had his
worse game of
the season, cornpleting only 30 percent of his passes
for 85 yards, and zero TDs. It wasn’t
all his fault though, the Cougars were
constantly pressuring the Sophomore

Joort/ Trma

signal caller. The Sports Guy says
his offensive line was missing more
blocks than a three-year-old's Lego
set. C ougar’s D had Digirolamo
looking like a battered housewife,
sacking him five times.
Aside from Eugene Vick, who ran
for almost 250 yards, MSU couldn’t
get it going. They accounted for no
points, and whenever the team was
close to a score, penalties stopped
them dead in their tracks. The Sports
Guy says that
they scored less
than a 70-yearold fat alco
holic and were
lucky th a t the
special teams
were able to
com e up with
some points, in
their absence.

Question:

S O ...

psychology, huh?

■S
Way to go buddy.

You finally worked up the nerve to talk to that girl from Psych 101,
but you still sounded like a doofus with nothing intelligent to say.
That's where we come in.

tm ;¡
Visit our website and subscnbe to the Email Edition
You II get the latest campus news, college sports
and calendar events
Filled with intelligent topics.
Subscribe to the Email Edition today!

lilllllll
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Name the only

time a world series was played
with neither team

having

appeared in any one prior.
Answer to last w eek’s ques
tion:

Dutch Leonard posted

a 0.96 ERA in 1914 with the
Boston Red Sox.

Sport/ Trino

T h r e e

conference
games in the
next four weeks
to end the football season is
going to really
test the ch a r
a c te r of this
team. Can they bounce back after
a gam e they clearly dom inated
in every w ay but the score, and
put together a championship run?
SEE"SPORTS GUY" ON P 22
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MSU Defeats NJCU
M organ’s Clutch Performance Spring
Red Hawks to Victory
match with his 12th goal of the
season, on a corner kick from Ronnie
SportsEditor
Sanchez, freshman defender from
Clifton. The goal came in the 56th
minute of the match.
Just minutes later, with the game
still tied, Rosenthal re ce ive d his
“ Good teams know how to win second yellow card for rough play,
big games,” cried MSU’s star Mid and was ejected from the match.
fielder, Sean Horan. A big game is This proved to be the turning point
exactly what this was. 12- 1 -2 Red of the match as NJCU was forced to
Hawks defending their home ground play with one less nine instead of ten
field players.
against the 1 0 - 2 - 2
With just 14:21
NJCU Gothic Knights.
left
in
the m atch
By far the biggest
Sean Horan sent a
game of the season
¿¿Go o d te a m s
corner kick into the
for both teams.
box where Ryan
It was a bitter cold
KNOW HOW TO WIN
Morgan hit in a
and windy Wednes
diving header to
BIG GAMES.99
day afternoon at Pittput MSU on top 2
ser field. The match
Seorn Horan - 1.
Just over a
started out as battle
Sofohomoro A/\idfielcl
minute later, the
of defenses. The first
freshmen superstar
half
saw
the
struck again, and
beginnings of a very
gave the Red
physical match. Nei
Hawks some extra
ther team ’s defense
insurance.
would allow any
MSU was able to hold on for
breathing room to the opposition’s
offense, and NJCU held MSU to only the 3 - 1 victory, and remain unde
feated this season in conference
two first half shots.
The Knights were everywhere, play. When asked about the match,
and in the opening half, they looked defender Dan Wells said that the
as if they could pull out an upset. But victory was probably put them into
as usual, the Red Hawk D stepped the NJAC tournam ent. The Red
it up, and were able to hold New Hawks digged deep and pulled out
the biggest victory of the season.
Jersey City University to six shots.
As the second half began, Coach Sentowski said that he told
Freshman defender Kevin Burkhardt his players “Someone needs to step
started, and was walking with a bit up and make a play, Morgan did
of a limp. Maybe it was a bit of a that." The victory gives MSU 13 wins
ruse, because just two minutes after for the season, which passes last
the intermission, Burkhardt received a years total. Coach says “Our sights
field-clearing pass from Kyle Hughes are set on the NCAA’s, I think we are
that traveled from box to box. in the NJAC tournament, now we
Burkhardt simply hit a laser from the got to win.”
Itsjust that simple, but some things
left side to put MSU on top 1 - 0.
Just minutes later, NJCU forward are easier said than done. This was
Chris Rosenthal bounced a ball of an the first of four consecutive confer
MSU player's head and was given a ence games for MSU. Next up is
yellow card. This would prove key the last of a four game homestand
against conference rivals Kean Uni
later on in the match.
Pedro Prior w ould tie up the versity.

By Jose Ortiz

®
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Men’s Soccer Wins Big On Homecoming
By Jose Ortiz
SportsEditor

MSU

4

Villa Julie

1

It was a beautiful homecoming
day on Saturday. The breeze was
coot, and sunlight beamed through
the clouds onto Pittser Field, like a
heavenly arrow shining down on
the MSU Men’s Soccer team. The
soccer gods have certainly been
with Coach Sentowski and his boys
this season.
It was a one sided affair at best.
The Red Hawks beat the Villa Julie
Mustangs 4 - l , and the score wasn't
even really that close. In front of this
season’s largest crowd, MSU out shot
the team from Maryland 17 - 9 , and
posted five more corner kicks than
the Mustangs. It was like watching
professionals dominafe a high school
feam, as MSU set the tone right from
the opening kick.
Within the first 10 minutes of the
game, the Red Hawks were already
on the board and en route to their
fourth consecutive victory dating
back to O ct 1. Sean Horan was
on the job, and recorded his third
goal of the season, off an assist from
freshman supersfar Ryan Morgan.
There was no looking b a ck after
that.
After five shot opportunities
missed, Dan Wells wanted into the
action and converted on a cross
from the right side to give the Red
Hawks a 2 - 0 lead. This goal came

in the 35 minutes of play and was
assisted by Sean “ Mr. Everything”
Horan.
MSU took a 2 - 0 lead into the
second half, in a completely domi
nating fashion. Out shooting the
Mustangs 10 - 4, it seemed that every
time you looked, Villa Julie’s goal
keeper, Matt Barrett, was trying to
stop the soccer team from scoring.
He m ade six saves in the first half
alone.
It just w asn’t fair; Horan and
Morgan shouldn’t be allow ed to
play on the same team because
they took over in the second half.
Just seven minutes in, Freshman
M idfielder Ray C iccone dribbled
down the field and found Horan in
front of the goal, who passed it to
Ryan Morgan, on a beautiful set
up, who scored on a one timer just
five feet from the left side of the
goal. Morgan added another goal
57 seconds later converting on a
rebounded shot from Burkhardt.
It was 4 - 0 and not even 10 min
utes had passed in the second half.
Needless to say, the home crowd
was going crazy. When asked about
his offensive out burst, Morgan said,
"Coach just told me to go after it,
and that’s what I did.”
Villa Julie did manage to squeeze
in a goal on a throw in from #5 Craig
Nearhood, who was the unfortunate
victim of some home crowd heck
ling. The goal was unassisted and
came from a throw in that allegedly
hit an MSU player.
The defense for Montclair was
solid as a rock. So what else is new?
The team has allowed only eight

COURTESY OF ED LEONARD

The R ed Hawks have won six straight games, including a 3 -1 defeat
o f Ferrum University, where freshm an Iliyas Tasci notched his sixth
goal o f the season.

goals in 15 games this season, and
has definitely picked up the scoring.
A 3 - 1 win against Ferrum, puts the
team ranked eighth in the nation.
This team is really good, and has
already matched their win total from
all of last season at 12. Morgan says,
"On a scale from 1 —10 fhis team
is a 211"
The NJAC is getting tight, with two
other teams with ten victories. MSU
is in the middle of the most important
home stand this season concluding
with a showdown at Pittser against

Kean University. The Cougar’s have
a strong D, and should prove to
be a tough match. Coach Sen
towski says, “We have a good mix of
players and coaches who are very
hungry.” There are only four games
left in the season before the NJAC
tournament begins, mark my words
now, MSU will be in that tournament,
and they will win.

Intram ural Update

North Jersey Center For
Reproductive
Endocrinology And
Fertility

Pike Advances to Title Came, Robert
Conner is Badminton Men's Champ
By Jose Ortiz

The badm inton playoffs were
played on Wednesday and Thursday
10/8-10/9.
The Playoffs have begun for bofh
In men’s singles, “ Robert Conner
intramural flag football, and bad defeated Rossini to capture the title.
minton. In co-ed flag football “ Web- “T and Steve Rule” knocked off “ Fat
stone” crem ated “ Top of The Hill” Albert & Mr. Clean," in a very hotly
32 -12 in a rematch of their regular contested match. "Mexican Mami”
season battle in which “Top Of Hill" captured both the Coed doubles,
squeaked out a 9 - 0 victory. That’s and w om e n ’s singles cham pion
why the playoffs are c a lle d the ships. With that, the Badminton
second season.
season comes to a close. "It was
In men's football, the playoffs a great season which saw much
began on Thursday the ninth, with hard fought play, many bumps and
Pike easily defeating Delta Chi in bruises, and the shuttlqcock being
the Fraternity championship game hit hard,” said campus recreation
21 - 7. The Fraternity cham pion assistant director, Keith Fonseca.
Pikes will make up one half of the
Next up for intramurals is vol
independent championship game leyball beginning Oct 20, and bowl
on Thursday October 16 at 9 p.m.
ing starting on Oct 26.
SportsEditor

EGG DONORS NEEDED !!!

THE NORTH JERSEY CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE
ENDOCRINOLOGY A N D FERTILITY CENTER IS SEEKING EGG
DONORS O F ALL EHTNIC BA C K G R O U N D S BETW EEN THE AGES
O F 21-32.

AJ> A N EGG DONOR, Y O U C A N M AKE A DIFFERENCE
A N D M AKE O NE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT O F LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY D R EA M ED O F HAVING.

RESIDENTS O F NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SE N D A PICTURE W ITH THEIR N A M E ON IT,
A D D R E SS A N D DAY-TIME PHONE NUM BER.

Sports Guy
Continued from p. 21
Not if they repeat Saturday’s perfor
mance, but The Sport’s Guy thinks
they can. And that’s from the lips of
The Sports Guy to ears of God.
The Sports Guy c a n ’t think of
anything bad to say about the men’s
soccer team. They are 13 - 1 - 2,
there is nothing to say, the record
speaks for itself. Six straight victories
and counting. Did these guys forget
how to lose? They haven’t lost a
game since Sept 10, and have outscored their opponents 2 7 - 6 from
that point on. Sentowski wants to
take the conference over, and his

soldiers are packed and ready for
the rise of the Red Hawk dynasty.
Ryan Morgan has ca tapulted
this offense that struggled early in
the season. In the last three games
he has four goals, for a total of nine
goals this season. He's got more
moves than a chess game, and is
just problem for any defense in the
conference. The Sports Guy says
that the Red Hawks are having a
m agical soccer season, and this
conference is in the bag, like potato
chips. Till next time this is The Sports
Guy.

AFTER THE DO NO R HAS COM PLETED A N EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE COM PENSATED $ 7 0 0 0 .0 0 ,

For more information on our egg donor program call
( 973) 470-0303
____
and ask for one of our Nurses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST
CLIFTON. NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (973) 4704)303

F Á X -“973-916-0488

Sports
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M en’s S o c c e r

\
Football

NJACOverall
MSU

Saturday 10/18
Away vs. William Paterson
@1 p.m.

4-0-2 13-1-2

Ramapo
NJCU
Richard Stockton § ;
Kean
Rutgers-Camden ’
Rowan
TCNJ
William Paterson
Rutgers-Newark

3-1-1 10-1-2
tk2'110-3-2
Ite) 8-5-2
2-2-1 8-4-2
2-2-1 7-4-3
2 -P 10-4
1-2-2 3-9-2
0-3-1 2-7-1
0-5 5-8

C ross C ountry

Saturday 10/25
Away @ CTC Championships
@11 am
F ie l d H o c k e y

Saturday 10/18
Home vs. Kings (PA)
@1 pm
Wednesday 10/22
home vs. William Paterson
@7:30 pm

W o m en ’s S o c c e r

Richard Stockton
TCNJ
MSU

Kean
Rowan
Rutgers-Camden
William Paterson
Ramapo
Rutgers-Newark
NJCU

NJACOverall
4-1 1 M
4-1 10-2
i1Màfj/1;)8-3
5-7-2
*2-2-1 9-3-1
: 2-2-1 8-3-2
: 2-2-1 6-5-1
1-3-1 6-6-2
1-4 6-7
0-5 1-8-1

M

MSU

Ramapo
Rutgers-Camden

7-23

0-5 3-17
0-5 2-14

F ie ld H o c k e y

MSU

Kean
TCNJ
Rowan
William Patèjpon
Richard Stocüton

NJACOverall
— 2-0 9-2
) 1
2-1
10-1
1A 7-3
| 0-2J 11-2
0-2 4-9

F o o tb a ll

NJACOverall
TCNJ
A — 1-0 5-1
2-0 §4-1
MSU
IjL J2-3
SUNY C ortlar$||
1,1-2- 1-5
Kean
Rowan
1 q3I 4-1
0-1 1-5
William Paterson

m e n t i o n

Kelly Dutko
Sophom ore
Hometown: Ham ilton, NJ

Soccer

Kelly has eight goals this season and was
NJAC offensive player of the week.

W o m e n ’s S o c c e r

Eugene Vick
Junior
Hometown: Newark, NJ

Saturday 10/18
Away vs. Kean
@ 11:00 am

NJACOverall
6-0 18-5
6-0 13-8
13-7
11-10
s 9-14
•2-4 8-11
2-5

h o n o r a b l e

Saturday 10/18
Home vs. Kean
@1pm

V o lle y b a ll

Rutgers-Newark
Richard Stockton
Rowan
Wiliam Paterson!!
Kean
NJCU

e n ’s

Freshman Ryan Morgan
Princeton, NJ
Ryan has scored four goals in three games and
leads team with nine goals.

Eugene rushed for 249 yards at Saturday’s
homecoming game.

Monday 10/20
Away vs. Centenary
@ 4 pm
Wednesday 10/22
Away vs. Stevens Tech
@4pm

Corey Baker
Junior
Hometown: Plainfield, NJ
Corey racked up 2.5 sacks and six tackles
against Kean.

V.

CAMPUS REC
ctwk
R e su l t s

FLAG FOOTBALL

NFC

BADMINTON
MENS SINGLES
WIN LOSS TIES

WIN LOSS TIES
KNOCKAROUND

4

1019-M S U 6, Centenary 1
10111 -MSU 4, Villa Julie 1
10113 - MSU 3, Ferrum 1
10115 - MSU 3, NJCU1

ME, MYSELF AND 1

PIKE

3

2

O

ROSSINI

3

2

0

ONE MAN ARMY

4

O

1

0

2

0

12

0

MENS DOUBLES

AFC

10111 -MSU 9, Kean
Men’s Soccer

0

DELTA CHI
FREE AGENTS

Football

1

WIN LOSS TIES

WIN

LOSS TIES

ALL-MADDEN

5

O

0

BENANDROB SUNK

11

STILL UNFINISHED

3

2

O

FAT ALBERT & MR CLEAN

8

i
7

0

YOUNG GUNNERZZ

2

3

0

TANDSTEVERULE

o

9

0

COOL RUNNINGS

2

3

0

DA PLAYAS BALL

2

1

0

0

Field Hockey

MIXED DOUBLES

10111 - MSU 1, Messiah 2
Women’s Soccer

COED

Women’s Volleyball

10/14 - MSU 1, Kean 3

V_____________________________

WIN

WIN LOSS TIES

10/11 -MSU 4, St. Leo 1

LOSS TIES

THOSE GUYS

4

0

1

BLOODY HAND OF DEATH

3

0

TOP OF THE HILL

4

1

0

MEXICAN MAMI

8

1

0

WEBSTONE

3

i

i

FONZY&OLD MCDONALD

9

13

0

SGAGOGGINS

1

4

0

PHUN

0

6

0

9

T h e S p o rts G uy*

See Page 21
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A n s w e r to la s t w e e k ’s
q u e s tio n o f th e w e e k

See Page 21

A Homecoming Game to Remember
Offense Struggles, But Strong Defense Carries MSU to Victory
By Jose Ortiz

SportsEditor

MSU
Kean

9

■

MSU set the tone for the
entire gam e when Shaun
Murray took the opening
kickoff from his own fifteen,
and took it to the house for
a touchdown. It was MSU’s
first kickoff return TD since
a playoff game in 1999. It
would be the only to u ch 
down of the game as both
offenses failed to score for
the rest of the game.
It was everything a
homecoming game should
be. There were cheerlead
ers, the stands were packed,
and the crowd of over 2,800
was just having a great time.
It was also the first meeting
between coach Rick Gianc.ola and Kean University's
co a ch Charlie Cocuzza.
Cocuzza was MSU's offensive coordinator for 27 years
before b e com in g Kean’s
head coach in April.
The story of the gam e
for MSU was strong defense,
and lots of mistakes. The first
of many came late in the first
quarter, when Eugene Vick,
who rushed for 249 yards,
broke through the secondary
on a handoff. Vick weaved
in and out of defenders, only
to have the ball punched
out from behind by Aharon
Kiett. The ball bounced out
the back of the end zone
and forced a touchback.
Sometimes fans can be
a team ’s biggest critics, and
this game was a huge exam
ple of jusf that. Pi Kappa

0

HESTON M O Y/TH E MONTCLARION

The gam e was extremely physical. It was an intense
defensive battle. The two teams combined were 7 - 3 2
on third down conversions.

COURTESY OF CHRIS SADOWSKI

Sophomore QB John Digarolamo had a bad game. He
went 7 - 2 7 85 and no TDs. Digarolamo was also sacked
five times.

Everyone was at the to stumble again. An incom
game including Homecom plete pass, follow ed by a
ing king runner up Ryan
Alpha brother, Craig Cam Dpgan fried to hit Derek Willard who said, “This has sack brought up a 3rd and
eron, insisted “ Thé hawks Valentine on the sideline, but been the wildest homecom 16. Another penalty, illegal
are dominatinrg the game, freshmen Troy Bishop inter ing we've seen in four years. substitution, made it 3rd and
Digirolamo dropped
just a co u p le o f mistakes cepted the pass, and kept The cheerleaders are the hot 21.
back
and
passed to a double
are the dif
the game test ever, and the crowd is covered Steve Armstrong
ference right
at 7 - 0 at going nuts."
instead of Jasper Hankins
now.” Twelve
the half.
Starting the second half, who was wide open slanting
penalties for
T h e nothing had ch a n g e d for
100 yards is
66W HY HAVE THEY c h e e r  MSU, as the defense was win through the middle. The pass
dropped incomplete, and an
unaccept
l e a d e r s ning this gam e for the Red un-sportsman like conduct
STOPPED
THROWING
able for any
put on a Hawks. It almost seemed as brought fourth and 36. Fol
team
that
g r e a t
ME THE BALL?99
though Linebacker, Corey lowing the punt, cheerleader
expects
to
p e r f o r  Baker, who had 2.5 sacks, was Stacey Winters commented,
win games.
-Josfoer Honkins
m a n c e , punishing Kean with devas “ I think they can use more
Junior Receiver
Fellow Niner's
but
a tating hits, for MSU’s offensive touch downs, th e y ’ re not
fan, and MSU
group of shortcom ings. John Digi- doing as well as they should
st u d e n t ,
nine and rolamo had his worse game be.”
Ernestine
10 - y ear - of the season, maybe of his
A strong MSU defensive
Lackland,
olds stole career, going 7 - 27 for only stand forced a Kean punt,
said, "If they.
the show 85 yards, and no TDs. At one which proved to be the turn
just concentrate and do their at halftime. "Drums of Thun time late in the third quarter
ing point in the game. Paul
best, they’ll win.” j Some d e r” from Hillside school, after yet another MSU punt,
Golden
blocked the punt
things are easier said than Montclair, put on a perfor wide receiver Jasper Hankins
through
the
end zone, caus
done.
mance that was one of the screamed, "Why have they ing a safety. The score was 9
As the second half was highlights of the day. Led stopped throw ing me the
-0 . Even though a fumble on
coming to a close, Kean was by Louis D’Amico, these kids ball?”
the MSU’s ensuing possession
th re a te n in g d e e p in Red put on a show that has
From the middle of the gave the Cougar's hope,
Hawk territory. The Cougars toured the state, including third quarter, until the end
in the end, Kean could not
took a d v a n ta g e o f three Knicks, and Nets games. of the game, the teams got
get through the Red Hawk D,
MSU penalties, and had the They got a standing O, and very physical. MSU student
which recorded eight sacks
ball at the six-yard line with attention was returned back Hector Supanik said, “This is an on the day.
26 seconds remaining. Mike to the game.
intense game, no one wants
Defensive C oordinator
to lose, especially on home Todd Agresta said his team
com ing." More evidence played hard, but had a lot
came when late in the third of stupid penalties and mis
quarter, an out of bounds play takes. When asked about
sent players from both teams his te a m ’s defensive domi
reeling into a table where an nance, he said, “ we took
unfortunate 12-year-old was advantage of their pass pro
sitting. Dan Ryan, stepson tection and run blocking
of athletic training program schemes, and we blitzed 70
director, David Middlemas, to 80 percent of the time."
was knocked off the table His defense played well, but
and into a fence. Luckily Agresta is convinced that
Dan was ok and had his own they can still get better by
thoughts on the game. "This correcting those little rrijsis a great game, and we're takes.
playing really well, and I'm
The win put the football
just enjoying the festivities,” team at 4 - 1 on the season,
he said.
and in a strong position to
The fourth quarter began make a playoff run. Buf first
with a 31 yard run by Vick, they have to play four more
setting up a first and ten from games, three of which are on
the C ougar’s 11-yard line. the road against conference
HESTON M O Y /TH E MONTCLARION
Just when the Red Hawks opponents.
Eugene Vick ran all over the C ougar’s defense on Saturday. H e rushed for 2 49
looked like they could add
yards.
an extra score, they began

